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Length control in microorganisms
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1- Introduction

1. Length control in micro-organisms
Size and shape determination of multi-component structures are critical for their
proper assembly and function. To ensure length control of structures, organisms have
evolved a certain number of mechanisms. The presence of such a mechanism governing the
size of a given structure is inferred whenever this structure adopts a narrow distribution of
sizes. The study of these length-controlling mechanisms in biology is complicated by the 3dimensional structure of organelles, which makes their size difficult to measure or even to
define. Therefore most of the studies performed so far are considering linear structures. Two
major ways of size determination have been highlighted:
- either the size of the overall structure is determined in comparison with the size of an
individual molecule, a so-called “molecular ruler”
- or length control is involving a steady-state balance of assembly and disassembly, in which
one or the other rate is inherently length dependent.

1.1. Bacteriophage tail length determination
One of the main features of bacteriophages is to remain attached to the bacteria outer
cell surface during infection. A vast majority of phages have evolved to use a tubular
structure called a tail for host recognition, attachment and genome delivery into the cell. This
tail connects the capsid (head), containing the phage genome, to an adsorption organelle
called the baseplate, which consists of a basal structure and fibers. Bacteriophages self
assemble into these remarkably complex structures whose size is highly reproducible.
As for the head, the size is commonly fixed by the geometrical relations between the
interacting subunits. On the contrary, the tails, which are simple polymers could, in principle,
grow to any size. Nevertheless their observed length distribution is very narrow, far narrower
than expected for a simple polymerization process at equilibrium. The way this tail length
determination is achieved has been one of the pioneer work in understanding how organisms
regulate their protein assembly systems.

1.1.1. Bacteriophage lambda
a. Structure of the tail complex (for review, [1-3])
The first organism extensively studied was the bacteriophage λ. Its tail is a thin flexible
tube (135nm long), ending in a small conical part (15nm long, often with side fibers) with a
single tail fiber (23nm). The tubular part consists of 32 disks each of which seems to be a
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ring-like hexamer of the major tail protein gpV. Eleven genes Z, U, V (major tail protein), G,
T, H, M, L,K , I and J (tail fiber) have been shown to be necessary for assembly of the tails.
b. Proposed length determination models
Early in the study process, three theories had been proposed for the length
determination of the phage tails (reviewed by [1-3]) :
•

Cumulative model
The subunits polymerizing at the growing end of the tail become
increasingly deformed as the tube elongates, thereby blocking the addition
of further subunits. In this model, the length would be somehow specified
by the intrinsic properties of the subunits.

•

Vernier model
An internal component of the tube elongates alongside the tube subunits
to co-measure length. The elongation stops when the ends of the two
proteins structures come into register like the marks of a mechanical
Vernier and create a binding site for a terminator molecule.

•

Ruler model
Tail length is controlled by a ruler or tape measure protein, around which
the tail tube monomers polymerize; the length of this ruler protein would
determine the length of the tail.

The two first theories proved to be wrong. Indeed, the cumulative model would imply
that a change in gpV (deletion, amino acid substitution) would affect tail length. However,
none of the gpV mutant lead to longer or shorter tails. As for the Vernier model, it would
require another protein, besides gpV, present in a large number. The only two proteins fitting
this requirement are gpG and gpU. The latter can be excluded as it has been shown not to
be necessary for the pause of the assembly of gpV. The function of gpG is unknown but it is
suggested that it could be involved in the initiator assembly.
c. gpH, a molecular ruler
Besides the investigation on the Cumulative and on the Vernier model, the search for a
potential ruler protein was initiated. The most probable candidate was gpH, that had also
been shown to be contained in the baseplate or initiator. Indeed it had been calculated that in
order to measure a tail tube of 135 nm with all or part of the length of a protein, this protein
would need to contain at least 400 amino acids. This left gpH as the only possible candidate.
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Furthermore it had been shown that in a λ-related phage ϕ80, both the tail and the
protein homologous to gpH are longer than in λ (19% and 22% higher as for the tail and the
molecular weight, respectively)[3].
Experimental evidences have demonstrated that gpH controls the length of the tail.
Indeed, deletion mutants in gpH produce phage tails abnormally short while engineered
duplications within gpH produce correspondingly longer tails [4]. The length of mutated gpH
is proportional to the length of the tails produced by these mutants [5], except for the C-term
part of the protein which is needed for initiator assembly [3]. This means that nearly the
whole protein serves as a ruler. In fact, the middle part of gpH has a relatively uniform
structure with respect to length per residue (about 1,6Å/residue) and no or only weak, nonspecific interactions with other proteins. Secondary structures prediction on the whole protein
shows that gpH consist mainly in α-helices, which comprise about 60% of the residues,
connected by random structures, β-turns and β-structures. Although gpH must be extended
when it measures the tail length, the coefficient of friction of the initiator suggests that gpH
exists in a relatively compact form in the initiator. This initiator is thought to contain, among
others, 6 molecules of the ruler proteins gpH [6], attached via their C-term and folded into a
somewhat compacted form. This explains the phenotype observed in mutants with deletions
in the C-term of gpH, which are blocked in the initiator assembly. In addition of having a
different function, the C-term part has also a different pattern than the rest of the protein; it is
more glycine-rich and predicted to be less α-helical. The fact that a deletion in the N-term
part of the protein still enables a correct assembly and a sharp distribution of the tail lengths
disfavours the idea of a ruler protein analogous to a thread with two sticky ends. It rather
leads to envision a model in which the N-term end does not adhere to the top of the tail tube
(Fig. 4).

d. gpU, the terminator protein
To describe the full tail length determination process it is important to mention another
important actor, gpU. Indeed, the only mutants displaying polytails or polytubes structures,
meaning structures whose polymerization never ended, are mutants in the gene U.
Therefore, a function of terminator was assigned to gpU. Although in these mutants the
distribution is broad and a lot of tails are extra-longs, still some have a WT size, indicating
that the mutation in gpU is not affecting the pause in the polymerization which occurs once
the proper length has been attained [3].
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e. gpH and gpU co-acting to determine tail length during its assembly
The proposed tail assembly pathway can be summarized as follows (Fig.2):
1) The major tail protein gpV polymerizes on the baseplate, which requires 8
gene products for its formation, among which 6 molecules of gpH, which are
compacted and attached via their C-terms.
2) Although there is no direct evidence, the ruler proteins seem then to unfold
into a fibrous, length-measuring form as tails elongate by polymerization of
gpV. They are considered to be located inside the tail tube except for a small
part at one end, which protects the tail from the growth-termination factor gpU.
3) Once the correct length is reached and the tail becomes longer than gpH
stretched, further growth carries the end of the tail past the end of gpH, which
can no longer protect the tail from the inhibitory action of gpU.
4) The terminator gpU joins to the top of the tails, which terminates assembly of
gpV, triggers cleavage of gpH into gpH*.
Thus, the tail length is regulated by a 2-steps process. First, there is a molecular ruler setting
the standard length. Then, there is a growth-terminating molecule that binds to the tail end
during the pause and locks in the correct length.

1.1.2. Bacteriophage T4
a. Structure of the tail complex (Fig.3, Table 1)(For review, [7])
The main organization is similar to that of λ, even though the degree of complexity is a
little higher. The baseplate is composed of 150 subunits including at least 16 different gene
products, many of which are oligomeric. It is assembled from six identical wedges that
surround a central hub. Six copies of gp29 initiate the assembly of the central hub of the
baseplate. One central hub complex (gp5, gp27 and gp29) then combines with six wedges
(gp25, gp53, gp6, gp7, gp8, gp10 and gp11) to produce the hexagonal baseplate. Assembly
of the baseplate is completed by attaching gp9 and gp12 forming the short tail fibers; and
also gp48 and gp54 that are required to initiate polymerization of the tail tube, that is
constructed of 138 copies of gp19. The tail tube serves then as a template for the assembly
of 138 copies of gp18 that form the contractile sheath. In the absence of tail tube, gp18
assembles into long polysheaths. When the baseplate attaches the phage to the cell surface,
it undergoes a conformational change. This initiates the contraction of the sheath, which
drives the tail tube trough the cell envelope. Subsequently, the phage genome passes
through the tail tube into the cytoplasm.
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b. gp29 is acting as ruler
In comparison to the λ phage and as mentioned before, the T4 phage has an outer
contractile sheath. But as its absence does not affect correct tube length, it cannot be
considered as participating in the determination of the tail length. Therefore the tail length
determinant is the tube length.
Structural studies have shown that the tail tube contains an internal component in the
center of the tube. It was then suggested that this protein could be responsible for controlling
tail length. This internal component could have been one of the 3 baseplate proteins (29, 48
or 54) that were shown to remain firmly bound to the purified structures. However, attempts
to elongate gp48 have not shown any increase in tail length. On the contrary, mutations in
some regions of gp29 that increase or decrease its length, produce corresponding changes
in the length of the tail. Furthermore, sequence and structure analysis predicted that Gp29
could be long enough to extend over the length of the tube [8] as it is the largest of the hub
proteins with 64 KDa molecular weight. Taking all these evidences into account, it seems
that gp29 could be the counterpart of gpH in the T4 tail length determination system.
Deletions in the N-term or in the central part of the gp29 protein affect baseplate and
thus tail assembly demonstrating that these regions are essential for phage particles
assembly. Deletions in the C-term produce phage particle that are shorter than WT,
suggesting that the C-term can be altered as a length regulator without affecting its ability to
initiate a hub structure [9]. What is worth mentioning here is that the short tails observed do
not have long tail fibers. The few particles that have tail fibers display an abnormally
contracted sheath. In fact, the deleted portions at the C-term end of gp29 could result in a
defective sheath-baseplate connection, suggesting that the C-term affect sheath-baseplate
anchoring, or that the baseplate is assembled in a sensitive form that switches and loses its
connection to the sheath upon tail fiber attachment [9].

c. gp3 as a terminator
Similarly to gpU, a gp3 mutant has abnormally long tails but a peak at WT length.
Therefore it is likely that gp3 is acting as a growth-terminator protein once the tail tube has
attained its correct length [10]. Consistent with this idea, gp3 has been shown to form an
hexameric ring terminating the tube once it has attained its proper length [11] .
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d. assembly pathway
- gp29 initially assembles in a compact form and provides binding sites for other
proteins in the central hub around which the baseplate forms
- then, several molecules of the ruler protein must be reorganized into an
extended fiber that is forced out of the baseplate as the tail tube grows in length.
- the addition of tail tube subunits to the growing structure stops when the ruler is
fully extended, and the tube-fiber terminus creates a new binding site for gp3.
Gp29 is thought to remain attached by one end to the baseplate and at the other to the
growing end of the tail tube, where it blocks the growth-terminator protein gp3 from binding
and arresting polymerization.

1.1.3. Other ruler examples
Recent studies on two others λ -related phages HK97 and HK022, and the
morphologically similar T5 are extending the list of ruler examples. Indeed, these phages,
which have gpH homologs that are longer or shorter produce correspondent tail lengths that
are respectively 17% longer, 11% shorter and 27% longer than lambda.
Tape-measure proteins (TMP) or rulers are found not only in T and lambdoid
coliphages but in all phages with flexible non-contractile tails. A close correspondence
between TMP gene length of 13 mycobacteriophages and phage tail length was recently
observed [12]. The relationship is consistent with length determination by an extended alphahelical protein, although for some of the phages, the TMP is somewhat longer than needed
to span the tail as an α helix, suggesting that these proteins may have segments that do not
participate in the length determination [12].
In bacteriophage TP901-1 that infects Lactococcus, deletions and duplications within a
gene located at the same locus as gpH produce corresponding changes in tail length. This
tends to suggest that the gene product also behaves as a molecular ruler.

1.1.4. Similarities and differences
Obviously the general mechanism of tail length regulation, as well as its main
determinants, is well conserved among bacteriophages.
Both ruler proteins, gp29 and gpH, share a certain number of features. First, they are
multi-functional proteins. Indeed, they are not only necessary for baseplate assembly but
they also regulate tail length. Recently it has also been speculated that they could be playing
a role in infection. Further functions in the initiation of infection and DNA injection are
presently investigated. The so-called “pull-chain” model predicts that a tail protein transduces
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a signal from the baseplate to the head to initiate DNA injection. And since rulers are located
inside the tail, they could very well be the signalling molecules, especially as they are
elongated during assembly. Their stretching could provide the connection between the
baseplate and the head [13].
Although ruler proteins seem to perform the same function they are very diverse in their
sequence. Their gene can usually be identified due to their location immediately downstream
from a pair of genes expressed via a translational frameshift and their large size (>2000 bp).
The size criteria is however not so accurate since size can vary according to the species.
The biochemical properties of the ruler proteins are also different. Indeed, gpH is cleaved
during assembly while gp29 is not and gp29 is reported to have an enzymatic function as
folyl glutamate synthetase [14] which has never been shown for gpH.
Not only the sequence is diverse but also the domain distribution (Fig.4). Whereas in
gpH both the N-term and the central part are dispensable for particles assembly, in gp29,
they are essential in forming baseplates and thereby, crucial for assembly. In gpH, only the
C-term is essential for assembly and likely to be the end attached to the baseplate. As for the
ruler function, it seems that it is assigned to the N-term and central parts of gpH but to the Cterm of gp29. The latter also appears to play a structural role in anchoring the sheath to the
baseplate. Considering the regions devoted to each function in both proteins, gp29 probably
contains more assembly information and has more complex protein-protein interactions than
gpH.
Another major difference worthwhile to be highlighted is the lack of infectivity of T4 with
altered tail lengths, in contrast to λ, in which particles with altered tail lengths remain
infective. The absence of long tail fibers in T4 phage particles with altered tail lengths could
render them not infective.

1.1.5. Conclusion
Bacteriophage tail length is primarily governed by a tape-measuring protein or ruler
but is also assisted by a termination factor that recognizes the naked end. The ruler should
have 2 domains; one that binds the site of initiation for assembly of the structure to be
regulated and another that tracks the growing end and prevents binding of the growthterminating protein. When the structure becomes longer than the ruler, the growthterminating protein can access and bind the tip of the tail thereby arresting further growth.
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Table 2 : Proteins of the flagellum and its export apparatus, arranged by cellular location. For
each protein the function, the location, the mode of export/assembly and the counterpart in the
Yersinia injectisome is given. C, cytoplasm; CM, cytoplasmic membrane; PS, periplasmic
space; E, cell exterior; SA, self-assembly; TT, Type III export. Colors refer to the sub structures
(Fig. 5) in which the proteins can be found.
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1.2. Flagellum hook length determination (State of the art in 2002)
1.2.1. The Flagellar structure and its assembly
The flagellum is a remarkably complex nanomachine whose organization is extremely
optimized and efficient. It is composed mainly of 3 substructures: the basal body, the hook
and the flagellum itself (for review, [15]).
a. The basal body [16]
The basal body consists of an integral membrane ring called the MS ring, a rod that
spans the periplasmic space, a periplasmic P ring, and an outer membrane L ring. At least 8
different proteins composed the basal body; 4 of them in the rod (FlgB, FlgC, FlgF and FlgG)
[17], FlgH forms the L ring, FlgI the P ring and FliF the MS ring, and FliE [18,19].
Around the basal body, there are several copies of an integral membrane structure
made from two proteins, MotA and MotB. This assemblage sets up the stator part of the
flagellar motor. The stator is attached noncovalently to the peptidoglycan layer and therefore
is stationary in the frame of reference of the cell. The rotor/switch part of the motor, which is
responsible for the reversal of the direction of rotation of the motor between counterclockwise
and clockwise, is quite a large structure [20,21]. This structure consists of numerous subunits
of three proteins: 26 subunits of FliG [22], 37 of FliM and 110 of FliN [23,24].
Morphologically, the latter proteins, FliM [25,26] and FliN, form a cytoplasmic cup- or ring-like
structure called the C ring [20,21].
In the first stage of the basal body assembly, integral membrane proteins, including
FliF, the Mot proteins and six components of the export apparatus (FlhA, FlhB, FliO, FliP,
FliQ and FliR), which will be described, in the next section are inserted into the membrane
using the Sec-pathway. Also assembled at this stage is the C ring which assembles onto the
MS ring complex [27]. It is believed that the soluble components of the export apparatus,
which are presumably in dynamic association with the membrane components [28], also can
be included in this stage.
In the second stage the rod is assembled from proteins that have been exported by
the export apparatus.
In the third stage the proteins of the periplasmic P ring and the outer membrane L ring
are exported by the Sec pathway with signal peptide cleavage, and assemble as rings
around the rod. They may be exported before stage two is complete, but probably can only
assemble when the rod is in place and can act as a nucleation center.
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b. The hook
The hook is a sharp bend outside the membrane, in the continuity with the basal body.
It functions as a universal joint, connecting the hollow core of the basal body and the
flagellum. The hook has a well-defined length of 55 nm ± 6 [29] and consists of about 130
subunits of FlgE. Once FlgD joins the rod tip, the hook starts to elongate by polymerizing
these FlgE subunits at the distal end of the growing structure. FlgD, also called the hook cap
is acting as a scaffolding protein. Its displacement by FlgK (also called Hook-Associated
Protein 1: HAP1) terminates the hook assembly [30].
c. The filament
The filament is a long, thin cylindrical structure that is helical in shape. It represents by
far the major component in terms of mass. It is of variable length (typically 5 to 10 µm) but
has a constant diameter of about 20 nm throughout its length. An indefinite assembly of
around 20,000 subunits of a single protein, flagellin (FliC) builds up the filament. The
assembly starts after the distal addition of two others hook-associated proteins, FlgL and FliD
(HAP3 and HAP2, respectively) [31] to FlgK [32,33]. FliD is forming the cap that enables
flagellin subunits to polymerize at the distal end of the nascent filament. In contrast to the
hook cap, the filament cap is retained indefinitely.

1.2.2. The TTSS of the flagellum
a. The export apparatus
Six proteins (FlhA, FlhB, FliO, FliP, FliQ and FliR)[34-37] are central to the flagellar
export apparatus, in the sense that they participate in the export of all known substrates.
They are integral membrane proteins and are believed to be located in a patch of specialized
membranes within a central pore in the basal-body MS ring (Suzuki et al., 1998; [28,34,38].
They range in size from 10 kDa (FliQ) to 75 kDa (FlhA), and vary in the predicted number of
membrane spans from one (FliO) to eight (FlhA). Two of them (FlhA and FlhB) have large Cterminal cytosolic domains that interface with the soluble components. The evidences for an
association with the MS ring are still weak. FliP and FliR have been found in the basal body
but attempts to detect the others have been unsuccessful so far. But, given the physical
pathway by which exported subunits reach their destination, the core of the MS ring seems
the only logical location for the export apparatus. For FliO, FliP, FliQ, and FliR, all what can
be said is that they are essential for flagellar protein export. As for FlhA, it appears to be
important for association of the export complex with the MS ring. Indeed, a genetic evidence
(extragenic suppression) suggests an interaction between FlhA and FliF, the MS ring protein.
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Besides FliF, FlhA seems also interact with the ATPase FliI [38-40] and its partner,
FlhB. FlhB plays a central role in the type three secretion systems by being the gatekeeper,
determining the export substrate specificity of the machinery [29,41-43].
b. The soluble components
Three proteins, FliH, FliI and FliJ, are thought to interact with the export apparatus. FliH
is the regulator of the FliI ATPase [44,45]. FliJ is a general chaperone [46] whereas FlgN, FliT
[47,48] and FliS [44] are three specific cytoplasmic chaperones, which associate with the
hook filament junction proteins, flagellin, and the filament capping protein, respectively.
Whether or not they play a direct role in presenting their substrates to the export apparatus is
not clear, but they do prevent substrate degradation. There is also a specific periplasmic
chaperone, FlgA [49], for the P-ring protein.
Finally, there are other proteins secreted via the export apparatus, involved in various
aspects of the assembly process, such as the muramidase/rodcapping protein FlgJ [50], the
hook-capping protein FlgD, the filament-capping protein FliD, and FliK whose role will be
discussed below. With the exception of FliD, these proteins are not present in the final
flagellar structure.

1.2.3. Hook-length control in the flagellum
In contrast with the filament, which can adopt any sizes, the length of the wild-type
hook shows a narrow distribution with a peak at 55.0 +/- 5.9 nm (+/- standard deviation). This
deviation of 10% of the mean is larger than the one found for tobacco mosaic virus (2%) or
the bacteriophage λ tail (5%). Hook length control implies a proper functioning of the
substrate-specificity switch of the export apparatus from the rod/hook-type to the filament
type substrates. Indeed the substrate switch terminates the secretion of FlgE and thereby the
assembly of the hook. Thus, to study the hook length control mechanism it is necessary to
include also the proteins involved in the specificity switch.
a. FliK, a major actor
Contrary to WT, a fliK mutant shows a broad distribution of hook lengths ranging from
40 to 900 nm, with a failure to assemble filament (polyhooks phenotype). The phenotype of
this flik mutant suggest that FliK is involved in hook length control but also in the substratespecificity switch from rod/hook-type to filament-type substrates [29]. The double failure i.e.
the inability to terminate the hook at its proper length and the inability to initiate filament
assembly suggest that FliK is a bi-functional protein.
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Among pseudorevertants isolated from such polyhook mutants, f l i K intragenic
suppressors restore filament assembly, but the cells remain defective in hook-length control
(polyhook-filament phenotype). These intragenic suppressors mutations are found to restore
the C-term of FliK which could thus be playing a role in the substrate-specificity switch
[29,41]. In fact, linker insertion mutagenesis of the conserved C-terminal region completely
abolished motility (meaning filament assembly), whereas disruption of the less conserved Nterminal and central regions had little or no effect. Therefore it is likely that the C-term region
constitute a domain, distinct from the rest of the protein. When comparing FliK from S.
typhimurium and E. Coli, it appears that the C-terminal sequence, rich in glutamine residues
is the most conserved part (71% identity in the last 154 amino acids). Conversely, the N-term
and the central region, which is proline rich, have low identity especially for homologous
flagellar proteins.
While examining the location of FliK during flagellar morphogenesis, it was found that
FliK is most efficiently exported prior to the completion of hook assembly [51]. Furthermore,
its export is impaired by deletions within the N-term, but not by C-term truncations. Altogether
these results indicate that FliK can be roughly divided into 3 regions (Fig. 7) [51]:
-

the C-term which is known to be essential for switching the substrate-specificity of
the export apparatus,

-

the central region which is proline rich and may perform a hinge-like function
between the N-term and the C-term domains.

It is poorly conserved and of

substantially different sizes which seems to argue agains any highly specific
function.
-

The N-term contains the information necessary for FliK export by the type III
flagellum-specific apparatus.

The question of how FliK is measuring the length is still not addressed. The idea that it
could function as a ruler has been put aside. The groups of Aizawa and Macnab bring up
several arguments against FliK functioning as a ruler. The main argument is that its amino
acid sequence makes it unlikely to function as an α-helical molecular ruler. Predictions of
secondary structure show no pronounced tendency towards an α-helix, and the central
region, with its high proline content, is almost certainly not α-helical. Furthermore, the highly
asymmetric composition of the molecule is not a characteristic that one would expect to be
associated with a molecular ruler. Two other reasons to doubt that FliK functions as a ruler
were mentioned. First, it appears to be needed for terminating elongation rather than enabling
it, since its absence results in abnormally long hooks rather than zero-length hooks. Then,
deletions in FliK lead to polyhook structures and not shorter hooks as it would be expected for
shortened rulers.
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Rather than a ruler, it has been hypothesized that FliK could function as a regulatory
protein. Indeed, FliK is present in the cell at a low level. Furthermore, variations in the
expression of FliK results in modulation of hook lengths [52]. So, underexpression of the wildtype fliK gene decreased both the number of flagella and the ability to swarm, but did not
abolished either flagellation or motility. At levels of FliK lower than WT, most flagella had
polyhooks. With increasing amounts, the morphology progressively changed to polyhookfilament, and eventually to wild-type hook-filaments. When FliK was overproduced, the hook
length was slightly shorter (46+/-7 nm) than when FliK was produced at WT level (55+/-9 nm)
[52].
Another feature that favors the idea of FliK being a regulatory protein is its glutaminerich C-term, with one stretch of about 100 residues having a glutamine content of over 20%.
Indeed, this unusual high glutamine content is typical from activation domains that exist in a
number of eukaryotic transcription factors.
The basic idea behind the regulatory model is that FliK, in some way (wether directly or
indirectly), could receive the information indicating that the hook has reached its mature
length. At that point it would interact (directly or indirectly) with the export apparatus, in such a
fashion that the specificity for the exported substrate is changed. The signal captured by FliK
has been proposed be the shift in the kinetics of the hook elongation process [53].
b. FlhB
Not only intragenic suppressors of the polyhook phenotype are observed but also
intergenic ones. All these suppressive mutations map to flhB and also give rise to polyhookfilaments [29,41]. Thus, FlhB seems to be a partner of FliK in the substrate-specificity
switching process. However, genetic analysis of the suppressive mutations has revealed no
allele specificity suggesting that there may not be direct interaction between FliK and FlhB at
the molecular level.
Introduction of the intergenic suppressor flhB mutations into an otherwise wild-type
genetic background display an average hook length similar to wt but with more examples of
longer hooks (as long as 100nm) [41]. This suggests that FlhB is also somehow involved in
hook length control. What is worth mentioning is that FlhB N-term is essential for basal body
assembly and therefore, all the mutants considered here have mutations only affecting the Cterm cytoplasmic portion of the protein. Another argument in favour of FlhB participating in
hook length control is the obtention of long polyhooks in flhB flgK double mutants [41]. This is
reinforcing the idea that there is also a FliK-independant way of regulating hook length, that
was already suspected while observing the peak at WT hook length in fliK null mutant.
Full-length wild-type FlhB is subjected to cleavage within its cytoplasmic region. The
coproduction of the cleavage products, FlhB∆CC and FlhBCC (C-term of the cytoplasmic region
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of FlhB), resulted in restoration of both motility and flagellar protein export to an flhB mutant
host, indicating that the two polypeptides are capable of productive association. The cleavage
products of wild-type FlhBC, existing as a FlhBCN-FlhBCC complex binds the rod- and hooktype substrates more strongly than the filament-type substrates. Therefore it is proposed that
FlhBC has two substrate specificity states and that a conformational change, mediated by the
interaction between FlhBCN and FlhBCC, is responsible for the specificity switching process
[43]. FliK itself is an export substrate and thus, its binding properties for FlhBC resemble those
of an early substrate (FlgD, for example) and do not provide any evidence for a physical
interaction beyond that of the export process [43].
c. FlgE
As the major hook component, FlgE could very well be a hook length determinant.
Therefore its role was investigated. When FlgE was overproduced in a wild-type strain, a fliC
(flagellin) mutant, or a fliD (filament capping protein) mutant, the hooks remained at the wildtype length. However in a fliK mutant, which produces long hooks (polyhooks), here the
overproduction of FlgE resulted in extraordinarily long hooks (superpolyhooks). In a flgK
(HAP1, first hook-filament junction protein) mutant or a flgL (HAP3, second hook-filament
junction protein) mutant, the overproduction of FlgE also resulted in longer than normal hooks
[54]. Thus, at elevated hook protein levels not only FliK but also FlgK and FlgL are necessary
for the proper termination of hook elongation. When FlgE was severely underproduced, basal
bodies without hooks were often observed . However, those hooks that were seen were of
wild-type length, demonstrating that FlgE underproduction decreases the probability of the
initiation of hook assembly but not the extent of hook elongation [54].
d. FliG, FliM and FliN
So far only mutants producing elongated hooks have been mentioned. Nevertheless to
study a length control mechanism it is important to focus on all the cases in which the length
is aberrant; either longer or shorter.
The only strains displaying hooks shorter than wt have a mutation in the fliG, fliM and
fliN genes, the switch genes involved in the formation of the C ring. All these mutants have
hooks shorter than wt that fall into 2 groups : 25 nm and 45 nm hooks, comprising 99 subunits
and 55 of FlgE, respectively. The lengths of these short hooks are discontinuous. Assuming
that the subunits accumulate in the C ring with binding sites in the inner wall, one could
envision that the C ring would hold the 120 subunits of FlgE that are necessary to a WT hook.
If there are initially 4 binding sites and if the number of binding sites decreases to 3 and 2, the
total number of hook subunits would be 90 or 60, respectively, which is what is observed.
These findings lead to the proposal that the physical capacity of the C ring may determine the
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hook length and that it could act as a quantized measuring cup [55]. In this model, FliK is
likely to be required in the termination of the hook length by changing the mode of secretion.
e. Conclusion
Several proteins have revealed to be somehow involved in hook length control. Some
producing only elongated hooks of any size (polyhooks) and some other only shorter ones of
definite size. The understanding of the length control mechanism has improved by identifying
the different possible actors and by studying their functioning as single protein. However the
course of the hook length control process is still vague and the link between the different
actors, among others FliK and the C ring component, still undefined.
Although the cup model is an elegant model, taking some of the observed phenotypes
into account, direct proofs that could validate it are missing. Furthermore, this model cannot
explain some observations, like for instance, the effect of overproduction of FliK on hook
length. It is also important to mention that no adequate experiments have been performed to
invalidate the ruler hypothesis. Indeed, a systematic deletion/insertion mutagenesis of FliK
has not been done.

1.3.

Needle length determination in injectisome (State of the art in 2002)

Although exerting a completely different function, the flagellum share similarities with
the injectisome, a machine found in certain classes of pathogenic bacteria. Indeed, although
the flagellum and the injectisome are different machines, they have a similar structure and
exploit a common secretion pathway: the Type Three Secretion (TTS) pathway. Thus, the
TTSS fall in two groups:
-

the virulence associated TTSS found in animal (Shigella, Salmonella,
Yersinia) or plant (Erwinia, Pseudomonas syringae...) pathogens

-

the flagellar related TTSS

The TTSS can be defined by the features common to the two different groups, which
can be summarized as follows:
-

the proteins to be exported do not have the Sec-dependent signal sequences.
They do not undergo any cleavage while secreted. Furthermore, the regions
involved in targeting do not show any primary sequence conservation.

-

The export apparatus, consisting of many protein components, spans both the
inner and outer membranes. Therefore, there is no periplasmic secretion
intermediate.
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-

Energy is required for protein secretion.

-

Dedicated chaperones are present for some secreted proteins

Besides these common features, both systems share morphological similarities,
especially considering their core structure, and have sequence homologues (Table 2 and
Fig. 10)[56]. About half of the virulence-associated TTSS proteins are similar in sequence or
membrane topology to cytoplasmic or inner membrane proteins of the flagellar basal body.
Some others have no significant sequence homology but they show “functional
conservation”. Indeed, when they are knocked out, they lead to similar phenotypes. Both
injectisome and flagellum assembly pathways also share organizing principles.
It is the obvious difference in the function (motility vs host cell infection) that is
responsible for the main differences between the two systems, that is to say the host contactmediated TTSS induction and the ability to translocate proteins into eukaryotic cells.

1.3.1. Structure of the injectisomes (Fig. 9)
The injectisomes consist of a basal body that spans both the inner and outer
membrane and a needle-like structure protruding at the surface of the bacteria (For a review,
see [57]). This TTS apparatus enables secreted effector proteins, called Yops in Yersinia, to
be delivered directly into the eukaryotic cell cytosol where they can exert their function. The
delivery of these Yops across the two bacterial membranes requires over 35 genes of the 70
kb pYV plasmid (Fig. 10). These genes encode the Syc cytosolic chaperones [58-60], the 27
Ysc proteins, most of which constitute the machinery, and the translocators proteins [61-64].
The genes encoding the Ysc proteins are clustered in three large neighbouring operons
called virA, virB and virC. Among the Ysc proteins, two groups can be distinguished: the Ysc
proteins composing the basal body and the ones that are released in the extracellular media.
The former group contain some proteins having highly homologous counterparts in the
flagellum basal body, notably YscN, YscR, YscS, YscT, YscU (table 2). Some of the Ysc
proteins involved in the machinery have been well characterized. For example, there is the
YscC secretin which has been shown to form a ring-shaped structure in the bacterial outer
membrane, with an apparent central pore of about 50Å [65]. YscN is the ATPase of the
system and energizes the secretion process [66].
The latter group is composed of proteins less understood, many of which have
unknown functions. Indeed, apart from the 9 Kda YscF protein, which is the major
component of the needle part of the system, the functions of the others, YscP [67,68], YscO
[69], YscX [70], YscI remains to be elucidated.
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Whereas the basal body is well conserved among the virulence-associated TTSS, the
needle length is varying according to the species: 45 nm in Shigella [71] and 80 nm in
Salmonella [72,73], for example. In a given bacterium, however, the needle length is well
defined and tightly regulated. The understanding of the needle length determination
mechanism has improved by following the initial step forward achieved in the study of the
hook length control.

1.3.2. Needle length controlling proteins
a. Spa32 and InvJ
Similarly to the polyhooks phenotype observed in flik mutants, needles of deregulated
length were found in invJ and spa32 mutants in Shigella and Salmonella, respectively.
Although these proteins do not show any significant homology, the phenotype observed
suggest that their functioning is similar. Both Spa32 and InvJ could be functional
counterparts of FliK in injectisomes and thus, needle length-controlling proteins.
b. YscP, a putative length controlling protein
In Yersinia, there is a gene synthenic to spa32 and invJ but its product shows no
significant sequence identity with Spa32, InvJ and FliK. This gene is found in the virB yscNyscU operon. Most of the proteins encoded by this operon share sequence homology to their
counterparts in Salmonella typhimurium, Shigella flexneri or in the S.t. flagellum (Fig.11),
whereas YscP (515aa) and its neighbour YscO have little similarity to their counterparts.
However, on the functional level, YscP behaves as FliK or Spa32. Indeed, it is necessary for
Yops secretion [68] as Spa32 is necessary for the secretion of the Ipa proteins [74] and FliK
for the secretion of the filament-type substrates [75]. YscP is an original protein with a high
proline content. Another interesting feature concerning this protein is that large deletions
within it do not affect its functions.

1.3.3. YscU and the substrate-specificity switch
Another protein of the same operon that would deserve further investigations is YscU,
an inner membrane protein with a large cytoplasmic region [76]. YscU is homologous to FlhB
which is involved in the substrate-specificity switch of the flagellar export apparatus and
thereby in the termination of the hook assembly at the proper length [29,41,43].
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2- Aim of the thesis
The aim of my thesis was to characterize the role of the YscP protein in the
determination of the needle length as well as in Yops secretion. Indeed, as suggested by the
observed phenotype [58], YscP appeared to be a key protein of the TTSS and therefore, its
study was not only a regular structure/function analysis but could also turn to provide insights
into the assembly and the functioning of the injectisome.
Judging from the complexity of the system it was likely that YscP shared closed
connections to other proteins. As studies in the flagellum [28,40,42] had pointed out a
partnership between FlhB and FliK that could be at the core of the functioning of the
apparatus, it was also decided to start an investigation on YscU (FlhB homologue) in parallel.
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3.1- The needle length of bacterial injectisomes is determined by
a molecular ruler

Journet, L., Agrain, C., Broz, P., and Cornelis, G.R.
Science 302: 1757-60
(2003)
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Summary
The Yersinia injectisome needle has a remarkably constant length of
around 60 nm suggesting that it is genetically controlled. Mutants affected in
the yscP gene display abnormally long needles, indicating that the needle
length is indeed controlled and that YscP is involved in this process, as it is
the case for its counterparts in other TTSS.
To determine how YscP is exerting its length control function, we
engineered a set of deletions and insertions in the protein. Deletions affecting
either the extreme N- or C-term lead to needles of deregulated lengths
suggesting that they are required for the control of the length of the needles.
In contrast, the central part can be shortened or lengthened without loss of
function. Moreover, deletions or insertions in this central part give rise to
shorter or longer needles, respectively and a strict linear relationship between
the number of residues of YscP and the needle length can be observed.
Altogether these results demonstrate that YscP is acting as a molecular ruler
to determine needle length.

Statement of my work
I contributed to this paper by constructing the pCA plasmids encoding
various deletions in YscP, as well as pCA23, the plasmid in which permissive
restriction sites have been engineered in YscP. I also contributed to their
analysis.
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lines was 1.23 and 1.26 mm, whereas it was 1.23
mm for the ds2M line (Wilcoxon rank-sum test
P ⬎ 0.1 for all comparisons, sample sizes N ⫽
18). If anything, one of the ds2Z lines shows an
effect in the wrong direction.
Lack of sex specificity of the influence of
ds2 on both starvation and cold tolerance
suggests that this effect is not due to differences in cuticular hydrocarbons per se. Perhaps it is due to an influence of ds2 on
phospholipid composition, as in many other
organisms (22). Whatever the exact mechanism of ds2 action, our results strongly suggest that it is involved in stress resistance.
Note, however, that the ds2M allele appears to
be the derived one (6). Consequently, we
have restored the ancestral state at the ds2
locus of the Cosmopolitan line, whereas the
actual adaptation involved the loss of the
ds2Z allele from the African population.
The possibility that ecologically driven adaptation at the ds2 locus results in sexual isolation
as a pleiotropic by-product is certainly intriguing. The role ds2 may play in Z-M sexual isolation is being debated. The genetic basis of Z
behavior is complex (12, 39). Thus, ds2 cannot
be the only gene involved and, because the Caribbean flies carry the African ds2Z allele but
exhibit M-type behavior, the locus has initially
been excluded as a candidate sexual isolation
gene (4). However, this lack of association
across genetic backgrounds is inconclusive. A
comparison within populations, in which the genetic background is randomized, is more informative. Indeed, when three African populations
polymorphic for both Z behavior and ds2 were
tested, a positive correlation between the presence of ds2Z and the strength of female Z behavior was found in all of them (11). Thus, loss of
ds2Z from the average African background may
reduce Z-M sexual isolation.
Although the role of ds2 in premating
isolation remains to be firmly established, we
have identified a potential ecological basis
for the maintenance of pheromone polymorphism as a result of strong geographical differentiation at the ds2 locus. Our ability to
detect the role of ds2 in differential adaptation depended crucially on manipulating the
gene at its locus while leaving the rest of the
genome intact. The phenotypic differences
associated with ds2 allele replacement are
small enough to be drowned out by the noise
introduced by the genetic background in conventional genetic analyses. Precise allele substitution thus promises to lead to insights into
the molecular and evolutionary mechanism of
adaptation and speciation.
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The Needle Length of Bacterial
Injectisomes Is Determined by a
Molecular Ruler
Laure Journet, Céline Agrain, Petr Broz, Guy R. Cornelis*
Size determination represents a fundamental requirement for multicomponent
biological structures. Some pathogenic bacteria possess a weapon derived from
the ﬂagellum. Like the ﬂagellum, this type-III secretion apparatus, called the
injectisome, has a transmembrane basal body, but the external component is
a needle-like structure instead of a hook and a ﬁlament. Here, we provide
evidence that the length of this needle is determined by the size of a protein,
YscP, acting as a molecular ruler.
Yersinia pestis and Y. enterocolitica, the infectious agents of bubonic plague and gastroenteritis, respectively, share a common plasmid-encoded type-III secretion system consisting of the
Ysc (Yop secretion) injectisome and the Yops
(Yersinia outer proteins) that are secreted by this
apparatus (1). The injectisome, made of 27 Ysc
proteins, is thought to resemble those of Salmonella enterica and Shigella flexneri. These injectisomes, or “needle complexes,” appear as two
pairs of rings that are anchored to the inner and
Biozentrum, Universität Basel, 4056 Basel, Switzerland.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed: Email: guy.cornelis@unibas.ch

outer membranes of the bacterial envelope,
joined by a central rod and supporting a hollow
needle about 10 nm thick and 60 nm long (2–4).
It is thought that the injectisome serves as a
hollow conduit through which the secreted proteins travel across the two bacterial membranes
and the peptidoglycan in one step.
Several Ysc proteins that are anchored in
the inner membrane and form the core of the
secretion apparatus are similar to proteins
from the basal body of the flagellum, suggesting a common evolutionary origin (5).
Not surprisingly, the Salmonella and Shigella
injectisomes resemble the flagellar basal
body (6) except that they are topped by a
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needle instead of a hook and a flexible filament. The length of the flagellar hook (55
nm) is genetically controlled. Mutations in
the gene fliK give rise to hooks of indefinite
length (7), but it is unclear how FliK exerts
its control. The fact that all truncated FliK
proteins engineered so far lead to longer
hooks rather than shorter hooks is presented
as an argument that FliK cannot act as a
simple molecular ruler (8). In addition,
certain mutations in genes that encode the
cytoplasmic ring lead to shorter hooks (8),
supporting an elegant model in which this
structure controls the hook length by acting
as “a quantized measuring cup,” storing the
subunits before their export (8). In this mod-

el, the role of FliK would be to terminate
hook elongation by changing the secretion
mode from hook-monomer to flagellinmonomer secretion (8). As for the injectisome of Salmonella and Shigella, mutants
affected in a gene called invJ or spa32, respectively, display needles of various lengths,
ranging from normal (60 nm) to as long as 1
m (2, 9, 10). Thus, InvJ and Spa32 behave
as FliK homologs, although they do not share
any substantial sequence homology with
FliK.
Here, we address the question of what
controls the injectisome needle length in Yersinia. We first examined by electron microscopy Y. enterocolitica E40 bacteria incubated

Fig. 1. YscP is required for needle-length control. Electron micrographs of Y. enterocolitica wild type
(wt) (A) and yscP⌬97– 465 mutant (C) showing the needles of the injectisomes. Detached needles
were measured at the vicinity of at least 10 to 15 different bacteria. Histograms of lengths
are given in (B) (for wild type) and (D) (for yscP⌬97– 465 mutant). Note the altered distribution of
lengths in the mutant. M, mean of the lengths; N, number of needles measured.

Fig. 2. YscP is shorter in Y. pestis than in Y. enterocolitica and
determines shorter needles. (A) Residues 222 to 236 and 261 to 306
from YscP are duplicated in Y. enterocolitica E40 and W22703 but not
in Y. pestis KIM. The yscP gene from Y. pestis KIM and the yscP gene
from Y. enterocolitica deprived of these repeats were cloned down-
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under conditions that artificially induce secretion of the Yops (11). We observed many
needle-like structures that were about 6 to 7
nm thick and 60 nm long (12). Many of these
needles were detached from the bacterial
body (Fig. 1). We purified these detached
needles and confirmed that they were made
of the 6-kD YscF protein (12). Because it is
difficult to define the exact insertion point of
needles on bacteria, we measured only the
detached needles. The length was distributed
with an average of 58 ⫾ 10 nm (Fig. 1),
suggesting that the needles either detached or
broke at a precise point close to the bacterial
surface. Next, we examined Y. enterocolitica
with a large deletion (codons 97 to 465 out of
515) in yscP (yscP⌬97– 465) (13). This gene is
synthenic to spa32 and invJ, but its product
has no substantial sequence identity with
Spa32, InvJ, or FliK. The yscP⌬97– 465 mutant
bacteria produced needle-like structures with
an indefinite length ranging from 45 nm up to
1570 nm (Fig. 1). When the yscP⌬97– 465
mutation was complemented with the yscP⫹
allele, control of the length was restored
(55 ⫾ 8 nm), indicating that YscP played an
essential role in length control.
YscP from Y. enterocolitica E40
(YscPentero) carries a duplication of 60 central
residues (13) (Fig. 2). YscP from Y. pestis
KIM5 (YscPpestisKIM5) is 90% identical in sequence to YscPentero, but it is shorter (455 residues) because of the lack of such repetition
(14). To explore whether the two proteins lead
to needles of the same length, we complemented the Y. enterocolitica yscP⌬97– 465 mutation
with the yscPpestisKIM5⫹ gene (15). The shorter
Y. pestis gene restored length control but programmed shorter needles (41 ⫾ 8 nm) (Fig. 2).
To investigate whether the needle length
reduction was a result of the shortening of
YscP and not subtle residue changes, we
complemented the yscP⌬97– 465 mutation with

stream from an arabinose-inducible promoter and expressed in the Y.
enterocolitica yscP⌬97– 465 mutant. The ﬁgure marked with an asterisk
includes a few amino acids inserted to generate the deletion. (B)
Histograms of the needle lengths from recombinant Y. enterocolitica
bacteria.
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Fig. 3. The needle length is proportional to the number of residues in YscP.
(A) Various deletions and insertions were introduced in yscPenteroE40, cloned
downstream from the arabinose promoter. Insertions occurred in a restriction site inserted after residue 49 (⍀). The dotted arrow spans the region

the allele yscPentero⌬222–306⫹ encoding
YscPentero without its repeat. The truncated
YscPentero⌬222–306 programmed short needles
(42.5 ⫾ 8 nm) (Fig. 2), suggesting that the
needle length indeed correlated with the size
of YscP. To further investigate this hypothesis, we engineered a set of deletions within
the cloned yscPentero gene and used them to
complement the yscP⌬97– 465 mutation (Fig.
3). Proteins truncated within the first 35 or
the last 130 residues were unable to control
the length, even though their expression levels were comparable to that of the wild type
(Fig. 3). In contrast, YscP with deletions up
to 126 amino acids between residues 36 and
306 retained length control but programmed
shorter needles. Moreover, the length of the
needles was proportional to the size of the
YscP protein (Fig. 3). We then inserted a
second copy of residues 307 to 381 or 222 to
381 after residue 49, thus generating YscP
proteins containing the same 60-residue sequence three or four times (Fig. 3). These
mutants programmed longer needles with
lengths of 72 ⫾ 10 nm and 88 ⫾ 12 nm,
respectively. Insertion of residues 147 to 265
from FliK at the same position also resulted
in a functional protein but longer needles
(75 ⫾ 14.5 nm). Thus, a strict linear relationship existed between needle length and the
number of amino acids in YscP, with 1.9 Å
per YscP residue (Fig. 3). To rule out bias as
a result of an inadequate gene dosage or gene
expression of the complementation plasmids,
we replaced the wild-type yscP allele on the
virulence plasmid by two truncated alleles
(yscP⌬46 –96 and yscP⌬222–306). In this native
genetic environment, the two alleles again
programmed shorter needles than those of the

where deletions and insertions modify the needle length. (B) Needle length
measurements. N. aa, number of amino acids; Nr, number. (C) Expression of
the various constructs in Y. enterocolitica yscP⌬97– 465, monitored by Western blotting. (D) Plot of the lengths versus the number of residues in YscP.

Fig. 4. Association of
YscP with the needles.
Y. enterocolitica E40
deprived of the effectors (⌬HOPEMT ) was
grown in conditions
that are (S⫹) or are
not (S–) permissive for
Yop secretion (11).
Detached needles puriﬁed from 2 ⫻ 109
(S⫹) or 1010 (S–) bacteria were analyzed by
silver stained SDS–
polyacrylamide
gel
electrophoresis (SDSPAGE) and Western
blotting ( WB) (left).
Needle samples prepared from S⫹ bacteria contain YscF (bottom arrows) and
ﬂagellin (middle) as a
contaminant but no
YscP (top). In contrast,
needle samples prepared from S– bacteria contain YscF, YscP
(top arrow), ﬂagellin,
and unidentiﬁed contaminants (dots). Proteins from the supernatant from 108 bacteria from the
same cultures were analyzed by Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE and WB (right). YscP is visible as a
faint band in both the S⫹ and the S– supernatants (arrows). The darkest band stained in the S⫹
supernatant is YopB⫹D. YscF is not visible by Coomassie staining. The prominent bands in the
supernatant of S– are cellular contaminants.

wild type (47.5 ⫾ 10 nm and 44 ⫾ 8.5 nm,
respectively). Thus, YscP appeared to serve
as a ruler determining the length of the needle. This is unprecedented in bacteria but it
evokes the molecular rulers controlling the
length of bacteriophage tails (16 –18), which
are structures resembling the needle in morphology, size, and even function. A differ-

ence between the two systems is that tails do
not assemble in the absence of the ruler
whereas needles are of undetermined length
in the absence of YscP. The length per residue is also slightly different for tail rulers (1.5
Å per ruler residue).
If YscP acts as a ruler measuring the growing needle, one might expect it to be associated
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with the needle, at least during the needle elongation stage. To test this, we purified needles
from Y. enterocolitica incubated in conditions
that are either nonpermissive or permissive for
secretion (11). Under nonpermissive conditions, some YscP was found in the needle fraction as well as in the culture supernatant, whereas under secretion-permissive conditions YscP
was found only in the culture supernatant and
not in the needle fraction any more (Fig. 4).
These data, fitting with previous reports on the
localization of YscP (13, 14), show that YscP is
associated with newly synthesized needles that
are not secreting Yops but not with needles that
are secreting Yops.
We propose that YscP controls the length
of the needle by acting as a molecular ruler
during the stepwise assembly of the injectisome. Because deletions affecting both Nand C-termini of YscP lead to a loss of length
control, we hypothesize that the two ends of
YscP act as anchors. One end would be attached to the basal body, whereas the other
would be connected to the growing tip of the
needle. Whatever the anchor mechanism may
be, when the needle reaches its mature length,
YscP would be fully stretched and signal, via
its internal anchor, to the secretion apparatus,
which would stop exporting YscF and switch
to other substrates. This model (fig. S1) does
not contradict the switch function of YscP (8,
19, 20) but rather includes it in a more complex dual function, which may also exist in
some phage tail rulers (21). Taking into account the length of 1.9 Å per residue, the
ruler domain of YscP would consist of about
300 to 350 residues, leaving more than 150
residues for anchoring and signaling. The fact
that YscP is secreted also fits the model,
because an internal ruler would be expected
to obstruct the 2- to 3-nm-wide secretion
channel (22). This evokes again the phage tail
rulers, which are thought to exit the tail before the tail exerts its function (21, 23). Given
the similarity between all the type-III secretion systems (5) and the fact that Spa32 (9,
10) InvJ (24), and FliK (25) are also secreted
proteins, it is likely that the mechanism demonstrated here for YscP may apply to the
control of the needle length in the other bacteria as well as the length of the flagellar
hook. The proposed organization of FliK in
three regions— export, hinge(147–265), and
switch (25)—is also compatible with this
view. Finally, the fact that YscP, InvJ, Spa32,
and FliK diverged more during evolution
than other proteins from type-III secretion
suggests that rulers are subjected to fewer
constraints. They nevertheless have to share
intrinsic properties still to be discovered.
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Inﬂammatory Blockade Restores
Adult Hippocampal Neurogenesis
Michelle L. Monje, Hiroki Toda, Theo D. Palmer*
Cranial radiation therapy causes a progressive decline in cognitive function that
is linked to impaired neurogenesis. Chronic inﬂammation accompanies radiation injury, suggesting that inﬂammatory processes may contribute to neural
stem cell dysfunction. Here, we show that neuroinﬂammation alone inhibits
neurogenesis and that inﬂammatory blockade with indomethacin, a common
nonsteroidal anti-inﬂammatory drug, restores neurogenesis after endotoxininduced inﬂammation and augments neurogenesis after cranial irradiation.
The birth of new neurons within the hippocampal region of the central nervous system continues throughout life, and the
amount of neurogenesis correlates closely
with the hippocampal functions of learning
and memory (1, 2). The generation of new
neurons within the hippocampus is mediated
by proliferating neural stem or progenitor
cells (NPC) (3–5) that are widespread within
the adult brain but instructed by local signaling to produce neurons only in discrete areas
(6, 7). Alterations in the microenvironment of
the stem cell may allow ectopic neurogenesis
to occur (8, 9) or even block essential neurogenesis, leading to deficits in learning and
memory (10–12) such as that observed in
Stanford University, Department of Neurosurgery,
MSLS P309, Mail Code 5487, 1201 Welch Road, Stanford, CA 94305–5487, USA.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: tpalmer@stanford.edu

patients who receive therapeutic cranial radiation therapy (13). In animal models, cranial
irradiation ablates hippocampal neurogenesis, in part by damaging the neurogenic
microenvironment, leading to a blockade of
endogenous neurogenesis (12, 13). Injury induces pro-inflammatory cytokine expression
both peripherally and within the central nervous system and induces stress hormones,
such as glucocorticoids, that inhibit hippocampal neurogenesis (10). The extensive
microglial inflammation and release of proinflammatory cytokines that accompanies
this irradiation-induced failure suggests that
inflammatory processes may influence neural
progenitor cell activity (12, 14, 15).
To determine the effects of inflammation
on adult hippocampal neurogenesis, we injected bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) into
adult female rats to induce systemic inflammation (16–19). The intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration of LPS causes a peripheral in-
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Materials and Methods
Yersinia enterocolitica MRS40(pYV40) (S1), an ampicillin-sensitive
derivative of E40(pYV40)(S2) was used for genetics and electron microscopy. An
effector multimutant, called ∆HOPEMT, MRS40(pIML421)(S3) was used to prepare
needles. The various pYV plasmid mutants and the expression plasmids are listed in
Table S1. The oligonucleotides used for genetic constructions are given in table S2.
Bacteria were routinely grown on Luria-Bertani agar plates and in liquid
Luria-Bertani medium. For the induction of the yop regulon, Y. enterocolitica bacteria
were inoculated to an OD600 of 0.1 and cultivated in brain-heart infusion (BHI;
Remel) supplemented with 4 mg/ml glycerol, 20 mM MgCl2 and 20 mM sodium
oxalate (BHI-Ox) for 2 h at 28 °C, then shifted to 37 °C and incubated for 4 h(S4).
Expression of the different yscP genes cloned downstream from the pBAD promoter
was induced by adding 0.2 % arabinose to the culture just before the shift at 37 °C,
and again two hours later. Ampicillin was used at a concentration of 200 µg/ml to
select for the expression plasmids.
Alleles to be inserted in the pYV plasmids were subcloned into the pKNG101
suicide vector and the allelic exchange was selected by plating diploid bacteria on
sucrose(S5).
Proteins from the supernatant were precipitated overnight at 4°C with
trichloroacetic acid 10% (w/v) final. Electrophoresis was carried out in 12 % or 15
%(w/v) polyacrylamide gels in the presence of SDS (SDS-PAGE). Proteins secreted
by 3x10 8 bacteria were loaded by lane. For the total bacterial cells, the proteins from
107 bacteria were loaded by lane. After electrophoresis, proteins were stained with
Coomassie brilliant blue (Pierce) or transferred by electroblotting to a nitrocellulose

membrane. Immunoblotting was carried out using rabbit polyclonal antibodies (antiYscP(S6)), polyclonal anti-YscF antibodies raised against the synthetic YscF peptide
(NFSGFTKGNDIADLDAVAQTLK) (Centre d’Economie Rurale, Marloie,
Belgium). Detection of immunoblots was performed with secondary antibodies
conjugated to horse-radish peroxidase (1:2000; Dako) before development with
supersignal chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce).
Visualization of the needle-like structures at the cell surface of the bacteria
was done by electron microscopy as described by Hoiczyk and Blobel(S7). After 4
hours of induction at 37 °C, bacteria were harvested at 2,000 x g and resuspended
gently in Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. Droplets were applied for 1 min to freshly glowdischarged, formvar-carbon coated grids, and negatively stained with 1% (wt/vol)
uranylacetate. Bacteria were visualized in a Philips Morgagni 268D electron
microscope at a nominal magnification of x 44,000 and an acceleration voltage of 80
kV. Sizes were measured with the “Soft Imaging System” software (Hamburg,
Germany). The corresponding cells were analysed in parallel for the presence of
YscF by immunoblot.
In order to purify needles, bacteria were cultivated for 2h at 28 °C in BHI-Ox
or BHI-Ca2+, then shifted to 37 °C and incubated for 4h(S4). Bacteria were harvested
by centrifugation (10 min at 5’700 x g) and washed once in 1/30 of the culture volume
with 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 7.5). The washing supernatant was passed through a 0.45
µm mesh filter and centrifugated for 30 min at 17’500 x g. The pellet was
resuspended in 1/60 of the initial culture volume of TrisHCl 20 mM (pH 7.5), CHAPS
0.1% (w/v) and centrifuged again for 30 min at 17’500 x g. The supernatant was
collected and the needles were precipitated for one hour one ice with polyethylene
glycol 6000 (10% w/v) and NaCl (100 mM). The needles were then collected by 30-

min centrifugation at 17’500 x g and resuspended in 1/300 of initial culture volume of
20 mM TrisHCl (pH 7.5).

Figure S1

Legend to fig S1
Proposed model for the control of the YscF-needle length by the YscP ruler.

Table S1: Genetic constructs used in this study
Expression

refs

Vectors
pBAD/Myc-

Invitrogen

HisA
pEF6/Myc-

Invitrogen

HislacZ
Suicide

refs

Plasmids
pKNG101
Mutator

(S5)
Construction

Encoded protein

refs

SalI/BamHI fragment of pCA9 cloned in

YscP¨46-96

This work

YscP¨222-306

This work

plasmids
pLJ16

corresponding sites of pKNG101
pLJ17

SalI/BamHI fragment of pLJ11 cloned in
corresponding sites of pKNG101

pYV plasmids

Construction

Encoded protein

refs

pLJC4016

pYV40 yscP∆46-96

YscP¨46-96

This work

pLJC4017

pYV40 yscP∆222-306

YscP¨222-306

This work

pSIL4009

pYV40 yscP∆97-465

YscP¨97-465

(S6)

pYV40

Wild-type virulence plasmid of Y. enterocolitica E40

YscPentero wt

(S2)

Expression

Construction

Encoded protein

refs

Amplification of yscPpestis allele of pYscP.2 using

YscPpestis

This work

YscP¨16-25

This work

YscP¨26-35

This work

YscP¨36-45

This work

YscP¨46-96

This work

plasmids
pCA3

primers 3072 and 3073. Cloning of the resulting
fragment in pBAD/MycHisA digested by NcoI and
EcoRI.
pCA5

Deletion of codons 16 to 25 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by
inverse PCR using phosphorylated oligonucleotides
3066 and 3067, followed by a ligation.

pCA6

Deletion of codons 26 to 35 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by
inverse PCR using phosphorylated oligonucleotides
3068 and 3069, followed by a ligation.

pCA7

Deletion of codons 36 to 45 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by
inverse PCR using phosphorylated oligonucleotides
3070 and 3071, followed by a ligation.

pCA9

Deletion of codons 46 to 96 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by
inverse PCR using phosphorylated oligonucleotides
3124 and 3126, followed by a ligation.

pCA18

Deletion of codons 385 to 424 of yscPentero from pLJ6

YscP¨385-424

This work

YscP¨46-96+¨222-306

This work

YscP

This work

YscP¨467-515

This work

YscP wt

This work

YscP¨222-381

This work

YscP¨222-306

This work

YscP FliK147-266

This work

by inverse PCR using phosphorylated oligonucleotides
3242 and 3243, followed by a ligation.
pCA20

Deletion of codons 46 to 96 and 222 to 306 of yscP entero
from pLJ11 by inverse PCR using phosphorylated
oligonucleotides 3124 and 3126, followed by a ligation.

pCA23

Introduction of a NotI and a XbaI site between codons
49 and 50 of yscPentero by inverse PCR on pLJ6 DNA
using primers 3187 (introducing both sites) and 3188
(introducing NotI site), followed by NotI digestion and
ligation.

pLJ5

HindIII digestion of pLK1 and religation to remove
sequence encoding codons 467 to 515 of YscP.

pLJ6

pBAD :: yscP+ entero
Cloning of the entire yscP coding sequence amplified
with oligos 3072 and 3073 (introducing NcoI and EcoRI
sites, respectively) in pBAD/MycHisA digested by NcoI
and EcoRI.

pLJ7

Inverse PCR on pLJ6 with primers 3075 (introducing
NotI site) and 3076 (introducing NotI site) to delete the
region encoding the repeats of YscPentero (from codon
222 to 381). NotI digestion of the amplified vector and
ligation.

pLJ11

The DNA encoding the second repeat of YscP (aa307 to
aa381) was amplified from pLJ6 with primers 3078
(introducing NotI and XbaI) and 3079 (introducing
NotI). This 258-bp amplified fragment was digested by
NotI and ligated in pLJ7 cleaved with NotI.

pLJ18

Insertion of aa147 to aa266 from FliK into YscP.
Amplification of fliK 147-265 of Salmonella typhimurium
LT2 using primers 3083 (introducing XbaI and NotI
sites) and 3084 (introducing NotI site) as primers. The
obtained fragment was cloned in pCA23 digested by

XbaI and NotI.
pLJ19

Duplication of aa222 to aa381 from YscPentero.

YscP YscP222-381

This work

YscP YscP307-381

This work

Amplification of DNA encoding aa222 to aa381 using
oligos 3078 (introducing XbaI and NotI sites) and 3079
(introducing NotI site). The obtained fragment was
cloned in pCA23 digested by XbaI and NotI.
pLJ20

Duplication of aa307 to aa381 from YscPentero.
Amplification of region encoding aa307 to aa381 of
YscP using oligos 3078 (introducing XbaI and NotI
sites) and 3079 (introducing NotI site). The obtained
fragment was cloned in pCA23 digested by XbaI and
NotI.

pLK1

pBAD :: yscP+ entero , yscQ+’ entero (only 3’ end of yscQ)

YscPentero wt

(S6)

pSI63

pBlueScript II KS- :: yscP entero ¨97-465

YscP¨97-465

(S6)

pYscP.2

pBlueScript KS+ :: yscPpestis expressed under the control

YscPpestis

(S8)

of pLac

Table S2: Oligonucleotides used in this study
Oligo

Oligonucleotide sequence

Underlined

3072

gatcccatggccaataaaatcaccactcgt

NcoI

3073

gatcgaattcttattcttcagcctcccactc

EcoRI

3066

ttcatactcaggttctaatgg

3067

gcacgtgccgattttgagcaa

3068

ttgcaaatcatgatgcagctt

3069

cataataataagggtaatcgt

3070

caacagcgcttgctcaaaatc

3071

gaagagccgcgtagacctgta

3078

gtcagcggccgcttgtctagacgaagaaccgttacctctt

NotI, XbaI

3079

gtcagcggccgcatacatctccagcaaggt

NotI

3124

tttgggatgacgattacc

3126

catgatttaaacttatct

3187

gatcgcggccgcaatctctagacgcggctcttct

NotI, XbaI

3188

gatcgcggccgctagacctgtacgtccgcatgac

NotI

3239

gtcatggcggacgtacaggtc

3240

gaagaaccgttacctcttca

3242

agacaaggaatacatctc

3243

ctgcgcggcggctcatcc

3244

ttctagttctaccgctag

3245

gaagctttaagaatttta

3083

gtcagcggccgcttgtctagagctgcccggacaacctgtc

NotI, XbaI

3084

gtcagcggccgctaacggcgcgctgagtac

NotI

code
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3.2- Results

Summary
YscP has also been shown to be required for Yop secretion (Stainier et
al., 2000). Analyzing now all the constructed mutants for their capacity to
secrete Yops led to the conclusion that the C-term part of YscP was crucial for
Yops secretion. As this region was shown previously to be also necessary for
needle length control, it is probably involved in the substrate-specificity switch
of the machinery, from the needle component YscF to Yops. The study of this
region by Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis led to a characterization of a new
domain that we called T3S4 (Type 3 Secretion Substrate-Specificity Switch)
and which can be found in all counterparts of YscP in other injectisomes but
also in the flagellum. The remarkable conservation of the T3S4 structure
suggests a similar function for all these proteins. The T3S4 domains found in
injectisomes happened to be partially exchangeable. So, what matters seems
to be the overall structure of the domain. This is further supported by the fact
that single alanine-replacement, of the few conserved amino acids not
affecting the structure, did not impact the functions.

The HCA was performed by Dr. Isabelle Callebaut, Département de Biologie
Structurale, Laboratoire de Minéralogie-Cristallographie, Paris (CNRS/UMR
7590), Universités Paris 6 and Paris 7, France.
The EM work (measurements and pictures) was done jointly with Dr. Isabel
Sorg.
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Characterization of a Type III secretion substrate
specificity switch (T3S4) domain in YscP from
Yersinia enterocolitica
Céline Agrain,1‡ Isabelle Callebaut,2‡ Laure Journet,1†
Isabel Sorg,1 Cécile Paroz,1 Luís Jaime Mota1 and
Guy R. Cornelis1*
1
Biozentrum der Universität Basel, Basel, Switzerland.
2
Département de Biologie Structurale, Laboratoire de
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Summary
The length of the needle ending the Yersinia Ysc injectisome is determined by YscP, a protein acting as a
molecular ruler. In addition, YscP is required for Yop
secretion. In the present paper, by a systematic deletion analysis, we localized accurately the region
required for Yop secretion between residues 405 and
500. As this C-terminal region of YscP has also been
shown to control needle length it probably represents
the substrate specificity switch of the machinery. By
a bioinformatics analysis, we show that this region
b fold, a P-x-Lhas a globular structure, an original a /b
G signature and presumably no catalytic activity. In
spite of very limited sequence similarities, this structure is conserved among the proteins that are presumed to control the needle length in many different
injectisomes and also among members of the FliK
family, which control the flagellar hook length. This
region thus represents a new protein domain that we
called T3S4 for Type III secretion substrate specificity
switch. The T3S4 domain of YscP can be replaced by
the T3S4 domain of AscP (Aeromonas salmonicida)
or PscP (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) but not by the
one from FliK, indicating that in spite of a common
global structure, these domains need to fit their partner proteins in the secretion apparatus.
Introduction
Injectisomes are multicomponent nanomachines involved
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teria and eukaryotic cells. They are encountered in Gramnegative bacteria that are either pathogenic for animals
and plants or are symbionts (Viprey et al., 1998; Dale
et al., 2001; Dale et al., 2002). They allow extracellular
bacteria to inject proteins across the plasma membrane
of eukaryotic cells and they enable intracellular bacteria
to inject proteins across the host membrane limiting their
compartment. For reviews see References (Cornelis and
Wolf-Watz, 1997; Anderson and Schneewind, 1999;
Galan and Collmer, 1999; Cornelis and Van Gijsegem,
2000; Plano et al., 2001; Cornelis, 2002).
Based on a phylogeny analysis made on three highly
conserved proteins, the injectisomes can be grouped into
five major families (Foultier et al., 2002). The injectisomes
from animal pathogens cluster in three families. The plasmid encoded Ysc injectisome common to Yersinia enterocolitica, Yersinia pestis and Yersinia pseudotuberculosis
represents an archetype for the largest family, which also
includes the injectisomes from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
(Psc), Aeromonas salmonicida (Asc), Bordetella pertussis, parapertussis and bronchiseptica (Bsc), Photorhabdus luminescens (Lsc and Sct) and an unnamed
injectisome from Vibrio parahemolyticus (called here Vsc).
A second family includes the Shigella spp. Mxi-Spa injectisome, the Salmonella spp. Inv injectisome (encoded by
SPI-1 in S. enterica), the Ysa injectisome from Y. enterocolitica, an injectisome from Burkholderia pseudomallei
and one from Sodalis glossinidius. A third family includes
the Ssa injectisome from S. enterica (encoded by SPI-2),
the Esc injectisome from enteropathogenic (EPECs) and
enterohaemorrhagic (EHECs) E. coli and a chromosomeencoded injectisome from Y. pestis. The injectisomes
from plant pathogens cluster in two families called
Hrp1 (Erwinia amylovora and Pseudomonas syringae)
and Hrp2 (Xanthomonas campestris, Ralstonia
solanacearum).
The amino acid sequence of many injectisome constituents has significant similarity to proteins from the flagellum with whom they share Type III secretion (T3S) (Allaoui
et al., 1994; Fields et al., 1994; Van Gijsegem et al., 1995;
Aizawa, 2001; Blocker et al., 2003). Both structures have
a similar basal body consisting of a pair of rings that span
the inner and outer bacterial membranes, hold together
by a short tube. In most animal pathogens, the injectisome
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ends up with a needle that protrudes outside the bacterium. Therefore, the injectisome is also called needlecomplex (Kubori et al., 1998; Blocker et al., 1999;
Kimbrough and Miller, 2000; Kubori et al., 2000; Sukhan
et al., 2003; Marlovits et al., 2004). A long flexible pilus
terminates the Hrp and Esc injectisomes (Roine et al.,
1997; Knutton et al., 1998; Van Gijsegem et al., 2000). In
the flagellum, the filament is connected to the basal body
via a hook. The length of this hook is genetically determined and a protein called FliK has been shown to play
the key role in this process (Patterson-Delafield et al.,
1973; Suzuki and Iino, 1981). Mutants deficient in FliK
make extra-long hooks (called polyhooks) and no filament. Extragenic suppressive mutations restoring filament
assembly on polyhook structures (polyhook-filament phenotype) have been mapped in flhB, a gene encoding a
major component of the export apparatus (Suzuki and
Iino, 1981; Kutsukake et al., 1994; Williams et al., 1996;
Fraser et al., 2003a). The study of these fliK suppressors
mutations led to the proposal that the C-terminal domain
of FlhB has two substrate specificity states and that a
conformational change, mediated by FliK and accompanied by a proteolytic cleavage of FlhB is responsible for
the specificity-switching process allowing secretion of
flagellin once assembly of the hook is completed
(Minamino and Macnab, 2000; Makishima et al., 2001;
Fraser et al., 2003b). The length of the injectisome-needle
is also genetically determined. Mutations in spa32 from
Shigella, in invJ from Salmonella (SPI-1) (Kubori et al.,
2000; Magdalena et al., 2002; Tamano et al., 2002) and
in yscP from Yersinia (Journet et al., 2003) lead to needles
with undefinite length and no substrate secretion. The
homologues of FlhB in injectisomes form the well-conserved YscU family (Allaoui et al., 1994). Introduction into
YscU of the FlhB substitutions that suppress the fliK phenotype restores Yop secretion in yscP mutants (Edqvist
et al., 2003). Moreover, like FlhB, YscU undergoes a proteolytic cleavage (Lavander et al., 2003). Thus, very much
like FliK, YscP is presumably involved in the substrate
specificity switch, interacting with the basal-body component YscU to stop secretion of the YscF needle subunits
and to start Yop secretion. In addition to this switch function, YscP was recently shown to act as a molecular ruler
determining the length of the needle (Journet et al., 2003).
YscP is thus a protein with a dual function. In the molecular ruler model, the N-terminus and C-terminus of YscP
are proposed to act as anchors of the central ruler part,
one extremity being attached to the basal body and the
other one to the growing tip of the needle (Journet et al.,
2003). However, no information exists regarding the
regions of YscP involved in its switch role.
Here, by systematic deletion mutagenesis of YscP
and a bioinformatics analysis, we localized accurately
the switch domain in the C-terminal domain of the pro© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67

tein and we show that this switch domain is globular and
conserved among the proteins controlling length in
injectisomes as well as in the flagellum. In contrast to
most of the proteins of the injectisomes and flagella, the
relationship between Spa32/InvJ, YscP and FliK had
remained to date unrevealed because of the too high
divergence in their sequences (in the range of 10%
identity).
Results
YscP385–500 is required for Yop secretion
We showed previously that in frame deletions and insertions in the central part of YscP (36–96 and 222–306)
defined a ruler region (Journet et al., 2003), and that in
frame deletions in the N-terminus (16–25 and 26–35) as
well as in the C-terminus (385–424 and 467–515) identified regions of the protein that are necessary for YscP to
exert its needle length control function (Journet et al.,
2003). However, the deletion mutants were not analysed
for their capacity to secrete Yops. In this work, we generated new deletions in the yscP gene that together with the
ones generated before (see above) encompass almost
the entire gene (Fig. 1A) and we tested the mutants for
their capacity to secrete Yops. The ruler region of YscP is
characterized by a duplication of 60 central residues
(Stainier et al., 2000), which hampers the engineering of
deletions. For this reason, we could only construct one
large deletion between residues 222 and 306 of YscP, and
not smaller ones as in the rest of the protein. We cloned
the mutated alleles downstream from an arabinoseinducible promoter (pBAD) and the recombinant plasmids
were introduced in Y. enterocolitica E40 (pLJ4036), a new
yscP null mutant constructed for this study. In the pLJ4036
pYV plasmid, the yscP gene is completely removed, from
start to stop, in order to prevent any interference from leftover domains or sites. All the recombinant bacteria,
incubated at 37∞C in Ca2+-deprived medium containing
arabinose, synthesized YscP proteins of the expected size
(Fig. 1B). We then analysed the phenotype of all the
mutants with regard to Yop secretion. As shown in Fig. 1C,
the deletions removing parts of the protein before residue
381 and after residue 500 had no impact on Yop secretion.
In contrast, deletions between amino acids 385–500
affected Yop secretion. This indicates that this C-terminal
region (385–500) is required for both functions, length
control (Journet et al., 2003) and Yop secretion, and
hence is responsible for the substrate specificity switch
function. Interestingly, there was no strict correlation
between the phenotype of Yop secretion deficiency and
tight length control. Indeed, deletions affecting the Nterminus (YscPD16–25 and YscPD26–35) (Journet et al.,
2003) led only to a loss of length control but not to a loss
of Yop secretion.
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Fig. 1. A. Schematic representations of the yscP in frame deletions mutants together with their ability to secrete Yops. The highlighted box in
YscP (aa 403–492) represents the T3S4 domain.
B. Western blot analysis (total cells; polyclonal antibody) of the various YscP proteins produced by Y. enterocolitica MRS40(pLJ4036), i.e the
yscP – mutant (–, control); and by Y. enterocolitica MRS40(pLJ4036) carrying the plasmids (listed on the left) encoding the various yscP + genes.
C. Yop proteins secreted by the same Y. enterocolitica E40 strains as in B (Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE). Note that MRS40(pLJ4036), the
yscP knockout background is not completely negative for Yop secretion.
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67
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The YscP C-terminal region is conserved and defines a
new family of proteins
YscP and its flagellar equivalent, FliK, have similar functions but their global identity at the primary sequence level
is only within the 10% range. We identified the switch
function in the C-terminus of YscP. In the model proposed
for FliK, the domain that switches the substrate specificity
is also localized in the C-terminus (Williams et al., 1996;
Minamino et al., 2004). We therefore then wondered if the
C-terminal regions of YscP and FliK were sharing similarities and if we could point out an equivalent region in
proteins found in other injectisomes or T3S systems.
To begin with, we used the C-terminal domain of YscP
(from aa 385 to the C-terminus) as query and performed
PSI-BLAST searches (Altschul et al., 1997) on the nonredundant database (nr) at the National Center for Biological Information (NCBI) using an E-value inclusion threshold of 0.005. By iteration 4, searches converged to identify
counterpart proteins of YscP in T3S systems from the YscP
family: AscP, PscP, LscP and SctP. As suggested by the
letter code, these proteins are encoded by genes that
occupy the same locus as yscP in the operons encoding
the different injectisomes. In addition, we found the VscP
protein from Vibrio harveyi [GenBank identifier (gi)
41834182]. All these proteins turned out to have a conserved C-terminal domain (34% identity) preceded by variable regions. We called the conserved domain the T3S4
domain after Type III secretion substrate specificity switch.
We also found a suggestive match (E-value 0.19, 35%
identity on a 117 aa overlap) with the flagellar hook-length
control protein FliK from Y. pestis (gi 45442809). Integrating the Y. pestis FliK sequence within the position specific
score matrix (PSSM) led to significantly detect all the
members of the FliK family. One can note that the similarity between YscP and FliK proteins was directly found to
be significant using a longer sequence of YscP as query
(aa 363–515). The Y. pestis FliK region (aa 251–393) was
also used as a query for reciprocal PSI-BLAST searches
(same parameters). By iteration 2, LscP from P. luminescens was significantly retrieved (E = 0.005), whereas
other members of the YscP family were retrieved by iteration 3 (E-value of 4 ¥ 10-5 for Y. enterocolitica YscP).
Proteins of the HrcP family were retrieved just below the
threshold value after convergence by iteration 22 (e.g. R.
solanacearum HpaP using the Y. pestis YscP sequence
as query; E-value of 0.13, 18% sequence identity over
90 aa) or by iteration 14 (e.g. R. solanacearum HpaP
using the V. parahaemolyticus LafE sequence as query;
E-value of 0.023, 18% sequence identity over 90 aa).
Although marginal, the potential similarity between
YscP/FliK and HrcP proteins was further supported at the
2D level by using hydrophobic cluster analysis (HCA)
(Gaboriaud et al., 1987; Callebaut et al., 1997) (Fig. 2A
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67

and B and legend). The aligned sequences were also
searched against databases using HMMER (Eddy, 1998),
but such searches did not identify proteins other than
those highlighted before. Interestingly the T3S4 domain is
localized in the C-terminus in every member of the family,
suggesting that this specific position might be relevant to
the mechanism of length control (Fig. 3).
Finally, because it was anticipated that the T3S4
domain, detected in the YscP, FliK and HrcP families,
would also be present in the Spa32 and InvJ family, we
screened these last sequences using HCA for the presence of 2D markers of the T3S4 domain, which could have
been missed by other search methods. This led to identify
clear markers of the T3S4 domain in the Spa32/InvJ
sequences (Fig. 2A and B, see also below), suggesting
that these proteins could indeed share the T3S4 domain
with the YscP, FliK and HrcP families.
Characterization of the T3S4 domain
The T3S4 domain defined in the preceding section
between aa 385 and 500 of YscP, has all the characteristics of a globular domain, as visualized using HCA
(Callebaut et al., 1997) (Fig. 2A). It contains approximately one-third of hydrophobic amino acids, organized
in clusters, the lengths of which are typical of those of
regular secondary structures. Based on the YscP
sequence, the limits of the globular domain can be refined
on both sides (Fig. 2A): (i) it starts at aa 403 as the preceding sequence (~aa 391–403) corresponds to a
repeated fragment, the first copy of which can be found
upstream in the YscP sequence (~aa 243–255) and it
ends up at aa 492, where a long sequence devoid of
hydrophobic amino acids starts. The latter sequence likely
defines a hinge separating the switch domain from a small
region, which might organize as an a-helix.
The T3S4 domain (arrow in Fig. 2A and boxed in
Fig. 2B) has an a/b predicted fold, with a core region
having almost no insertion-deletion. Seven hydrophobic
clusters, as defined using HCA and numbered up to the
alignment of Fig. 2A and B, delineate the predicted secondary structures, for which buried positions are highlighted by conservation of hydrophobic amino acids
(boxed green in Fig. 2B). A conserved proline and a conserved glycine (P-x-L-G) between the predicted b-strands
b1 and b2 seems to represent a signature of the T3S4
domain. No clear conservation is observed outside from
the hydrophobic amino acids and loop markers, rendering
a catalytic function unlikely.
Strikingly, in proteins from the YscP and FliK subgroups,
the T3S4 domain is followed by a clear hinge region,
particularly rich in acidic residues (represented in red in
Fig. 2B). A hydrophobic cluster or a group of hydrophobic
clusters (shaded grey on Fig. 2B) follows this hinge region
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Fig. 2. A. Comparison of the HCA plots of T3S4 domains of the YscP, FliK and HrcP families, highlighting conserved regular secondary structures.
Protein sequences are shown on a duplicated alpha helical net on which the encircled hydrophobic amino acids (V, I, L, M, F, Y, W) form clusters.
The positions of these clusters statistically match those of the regular secondary structures (alpha helices and beta strands). This analysis gives
access to 2D signatures, which are much more conserved than 1D sequences and thus help sequence comparison at high levels of divergence.
Guidelines to the use of HCA are given in the study by Gaboriaud et al. (1987) and by Callebaut et al. (1997) whereas recent publications can
be found at the following URL (http://www.lmcp.jussieu.fr/~mornon/publications.html). The way to read the sequences and special symbols are
indicated in the inset. Representative sequences of the three families are shown: YscP from Y. enterocolitica [GenBank identifier (gi) 17839593],
FliK from Y. pestis (gi 16121061) and RspP from P. fluorescens (gi 15042139). Cluster similarities are indicated in green, sequence identities in
orange. Amino acids shaded pink within the box in the YscP sequence (‘repeated sequence’) correspond to identities relative to a sequence
fragment found upstream (aa 243–255). Vertical bars indicate cluster correspondences (labelled from 1 to 7). Clusters labelled 2, 3, 4 and 7 are
highly representative of b-strands structures (Hennetin et al., 2003; K. Le Tuan et al. in preparation). The sequence of InvJ from S. enterica LT2
(gi 16766198) is shown at the bottom, below the YscP, FliK and RspP sequences, in order to illustrate the putative correspondence that can be
identified using HCA with cognate T3S4 domains. In yellow are indicated some identity ‘clusters’ that can be identified relative to the FliK sequence,
strengthening the putative relationship.
B. Representative multiple alignment of T3S4 domains, as deduced from PSI-BLAST analysis and adjusted manually, in particular considering
Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis (HCA) (see before). Species and protein names are given on the left; GenBank identifiers (gi) are on the right. Nand C-termini amino acid positions are also indicated. Stars indicate the C-terminal ends of the sequences. The T3S4 domains are boxed, whereas
acidic and polar amino acids (D, E, N, Q, S, T) C-terminal to the T3S4 domains are coloured in red, highlighting the presence of acidic/polar
regions downstream the T3S4 domains in the YscP and FliK families. These forms ‘hinge’ regions separating T3S4 domains from short C-terminal
globular sequences, evidenced by the presence of hydrophobic clusters (shaded grey). The SctP protein is specific of the subspecies laumondii
TTO1 of Photorhabdus luminescens. Conserved hydrophobic amino acids (V, I, L, F, M, Y, W) or amino acids that can substitute them (S, T, A,
C) are boxed green, whereas other conserved positions are shaded using other colours. The secondary structure prediction, performed using
JPred (Cuff and Barton, 1999), is shown beneath the alignment. H and E stand for helix and extended (b-strand) respectively.

Fold prediction methods [3DPSSM (Kelley et al., 2000),
FUGUE (Shi et al., 2001)] did not highlight any known 3D
structures, which might be compatible with the T3S4
domain structure.

The closest T3S4 domains are exchangeable

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of T3S4 domain-containing proteins equivalent to YscP from the different TTSS.

and ends the sequences in the YscP and FliK subgroups
respectively. These additional secondary structure(s)
(likely a-helices) might regulate the T3S4 domain function.
However, deletion of this 15-residue tail from YscP had no
major impact on the needle length (data not shown) and
on Yop secretion (Fig. 1). In the group of proteins from
plant pathogens, this tail is missing and the predicted last
b-strand of the T3S4 domain ends the sequence.
Finally, additional secondary structures appeared to be
present N-terminal to the first alignment block, suggesting
that variable sequences might complete the T3S4 domain
core.
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67

The overall structure of the T3S4 domain seems thus to
be highly conserved among the different members of the
YscP/FliK family. Not only the expected fold but also the
size of the domain is the same, even though the full-length
proteins are of different sizes (Fig. 3). This suggested that
the T3S4 domains of different proteins could be
exchanged. We tried to replace the T3S4 domain of YscP
by the one of AscP (Aeromonas salmonicida) (Burr et al.,
2003), PscP (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) and the one of
FliK from S. enterica serovar Typhimurium and from Yersinia pestis. To do this, we first introduced two restriction
sites on both sides of the region encoding the predicted
T3S4 domains in the yscP gene cloned downstream from
pBAD. The resulting YscP protein was still fully functional
for both needle length control (data not shown) and Yop
secretion (Fig. 4), suggesting that the proposed delineation of the T3S4 domain was correct and that both insertions were performed outside the domain. We then cloned
the region encoding the T3S4 domain from the different
proteins in the inserted sites and the recombinant plasmids were introduced in the yscP– strain. Secretion of
Yops was triggered in vitro and monitored. The YscP
hybrid proteins, in which the T3S4 domain was replaced
by the T3S4 domain of AscP or PscP (40% and 38%
sequence identity respectively), could restore a wild-type
phenotype regarding Yop secretion. So it appears that
T3S4 domains of AscP and PscP are capable of playing
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the switch role of YscP although their sequence identity is
limited. In contrast, the protein carrying the FliK T3S4
domain either from S. enterica ser Typhimurium or from
Y. pestis could not complement the yscP mutant. Thus,
T3S4 domains could be exchanged between proteins
from the same family of injectisomes. But when it comes
to exchange T3S4 domains between proteins involved in
different systems such as flagellum and injectisome, the
function cannot be performed any more.
We then analysed if the hybrid proteins YscP-AscP and
YscP-PscP conferred needle length control. We observed
by electron microscopy that the length of most needles
was controlled but the control was leaky: the histograms
of length distribution show a clear wt peak around 55 nm
but some needles are longer (Fig. 4). Thus, it looks as
though in hybrid proteins, the substrate specificity switch
works but is not well controlled by the ruler.
Site-directed mutagenesis of the T3S4 domain
Based on the alignment performed using HCA and ClustalW combined, some residues appeared to be conserved.
Most of them are the so-called topohydrophobic residues
that are of great importance for the structure of domains
and therefore their mutation would dramatically affect the
structure. But there are also a few other positions conserved in all the T3S4 domains (R418, Q488), which are
probably not as critical for the structure of the domain. We
decided to mutate them by alanine replacement to perhaps identify residues essential for the function. These
site-directed mutations were again engineered on the
yscP+ gene cloned in the pBADMycHisA vector, downstream from the arabinose promoter. The different constructs obtained were then transformed in the yscP– strain
and secretion was monitored at 37∞C after Ca2+ chelation.
The mutants had a wild-type phenotype regarding Yop
secretion (Fig. 5). Even though these two positions were
conserved in all the T3S4 domains, they were not affected
by an alanine replacement.
Considering that swapping the T3S4 domains between
YscP, AscP and PscP yielded functional hybrids, we
decided also to focus on positions conserved in the T3S4
domains of only this subgroup of proteins (Q472, E479,
R480, Q482 and P486). None of the five single alanine
replacements performed led to a Yop secretion mutant
phenotype. The lack of effect of alanine substitutions
strengthen the importance of the structure of the T3S4

domain for the function. Indeed no essential residues
were highlighted beside the hydrophobic ones. Finally, we
considered to mutate constitutive amino acids of the
domain signature (P-x-L-G). So we performed alanine
replacements of residues P440 and L442 although we
were aware of the fact that a replacement of the proline
could impact the local structure of the b-turn between the
predicted b1 and b2 strands. The phenotype observed for
the L442A mutant was wild-type for both functions (Fig. 6).
In contrast, the P440A mutant secreted uniformly less
Yops than wild-type bacteria. Hence, we also analysed
needle length control in this mutant and found an intermediary phenotype (Fig. 6). Indeed a wt peak (55 nm) was
observed but there were also needles completely deregulated, some being extra-longs. It seems thus that the
domain still exerts its function in some individuals but not
in others. The decreased efficiency may be attributed to
a slight modification of T3S4 fold resulting from the
replacement of the proline, usually crucial for the turn
structure.
All the observations made are not only validating the
predicted characteristics of the structure of the T3S4
domain but also pinpointing the importance of its overall
structure for the function.
Discussion
We have previously reported that YscP acts as a molecular ruler and that the first 35 residues as well as the last
130 residues are required for the needle length control
(Journet et al., 2003). We postulated from this observation
that the two ends of YscP act as anchors. One end would
be connected to the growing tip of the needle whereas the
other end would be attached to the basal body. When
YscP would be fully stretched, it would signal via its internal anchor to the secretion apparatus that would stop
exporting YscF and the needle would stop growing (Journet et al., 2003). Here we show that the C-terminal
domain, which is required for length control is also
required for Yop secretion. Thus, the C-terminal domain is
required for the two functions of YscP: control of Yop
secretion and control of needle length. Such a dual function has previously been shown for FliK, which controls
secretion of flagellin as well as the length of the hook of
the flagellum (Williams et al., 1996; Minamino and Macnab, 2000; Minamino et al., 2004). To explain this phenotype, Williams et al. (Williams et al., 1996) suggested that

Fig. 4. Swapping of the T3S4 domains.
A. Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE of culture supernatants of Y. enterocolitica MRS40(pLJ4036) complemented with 1 pLJ6 (wild-type YscP,
control); 2 pCA88 (introduction of a XbaI restriction site); 3 pCA89 (XbaI and BglII restriction sites); 4 pCA90 (T3S4 of AscP); 5 pCA91 (T3S4
of FliKS.t.); 6 pCA92 (T3S4 of PscP); 7 pCA93 (T3S4 of FliKY.p.). The size of YscP is indicated by an arrow.
B. Histograms of the needle length measurements, and electron micrographs of yscP – + pCA90 (T3S4 of AscP) and yscP – + pCA91 (T3S4 of
FliK). M, mean of the lengths; N, number of needles measured.
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67
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FliK would act on the basal body protein FlhB to switch
the substrate specificity of the export apparatus. In other
words, FliK would control the length of the hook by switching the export apparatus from hook subunit secretion to
flagellin secretion. This interpretation was further supported by the isolation of suppressors of fliK mutations,
which mapped in flhB (Minamino and Macnab, 2000;
Fraser et al., 2003a). YscU from the basal body of the
Yersinia Ysc injectisome is quite similar to FlhB, which
prompted the group of H. Wolf-Watz to engineer yscU
mutations, which were similar to the suppressive flhB
mutations. As expected by the authors, these mutations
turned out to be suppressive of yscP mutations (Edqvist
et al., 2003) indicating that YscP presumably exerts the
same switch function as FliK does. FliK consists of three
regions: an N-terminal region, a proline-rich central
region, and a C-terminal region highly conserved among
FliK proteins from different species (Kawagishi et al.,
1996; Williams et al., 1996). This C-terminal region is
thought to be the region of FliK that interacts with FlhB
(Suzuki and Iino, 1981; Williams et al., 1996; Minamino
et al., 1999). We show here that this domain shares struc-
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Fig. 5. Site-directed mutagenesis of T3S4.
A. Western blot analysis (total cells; polyclonal anti-YscP antibody)
of 1 yscP – + pLJ6 (YscP wt); 2 yscP – + pCAP77; 3 yscP – + pCAP78;
4 yscP – + pCA79; 5 yscP – + pCAP80; 6 yscP – + pCAP81; 7 yscP –
+ pCAP82; 8 yscP – + pCAP85.
B. Yops proteins secreted by the same Y. enterocolitica E40 strains
as in A (Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE).

tural properties with the C-terminal domain of YscP, the
domain which precisely controls Yop secretion. We can
thus refine our model and postulate that the N-terminus
of YscP is attached to the growing needle while the Cterminus would stay in the secretion apparatus and switch
the substrate specificity from YscF to Yops by interacting
with YscU.
Orthologues to YscP share less sequence similarity
than any other component of injectisomes. Although YscP
and FliK seem to perform the same function, they share
very little similarity. However, the HCA performed here
showed that the switch is a globular domain whose structure is conserved in orthologues, both in injectisomes and
in flagella. In addition, according to fold prediction algorithms, this globular domain does not seem to adopt any
known 3D structure. This domain that we called T3S4 thus
defines a new family of proteins involved in length determination, which we propose to call the ‘FliK/YscP’ family.
In good agreement with this conclusion, the T3S4 domain
of AscP (from A. salmonicida) and the T3S4 domain from
PscP (from P. aeruginosa) could replace the T3S4 domain
of YscP and direct Yop secretion. However, the T3S4
domain from FliK was inactive when fused to the ruler part
of YscP, showing that the interaction between the T3S4
and the secretion apparatus is rather specific. Interestingly, all the conserved residues between T3S4 domains
appear to be hydrophobic, which suggests that the T3S4
domain has no catalytic activity. Proteins of the YscP/FliK
family would thus not be directly responsible for the proteolytic cleavage of FlhB and YscU, which has been
shown to occur when the substrate specificity changes
(Fraser et al., 2003a; Lavander et al., 2003).
A recent biochemical analysis showed that FliK is
monomeric in solution and has an elongated shape
(Minamino et al., 2004). In addition, the C-terminal switch
domain is more globular than full-length FliK. Our results
are in perfect agreement with these data. Moreover, the
authors cite unpublished results from T. Minamino and R.
MacNab demonstrating that FliK interacts with the hookcapping protein FlgD and propose for FliK a model very
similar to the one we proposed for YscP, namely that the
N-terminal half of FliK within the central channel of the
hook-basal body transmits the hook length information to
the switch domain that then interacts with FlhB (Minamino
et al., 2004). The study of YscP and FliK thus nicely converge to a similar general structure and a similar working
model.
An interesting observation that arose from the experiments described in this paper is that the two phenotypes
of yscP null mutants, loss of length control and failure to
secrete Yops can be dissociated. Indeed, unlike mutants
in the T3S4 domain, mutants that are deprived of the Nterminus of YscP do secrete Yops but fail to control length
of the needle (Journet et al., 2003). One possible expla© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67
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Fig. 6. Site-directed mutagenesis of the
signature.
A. Western blot analysis (total cells; polyclonal
anti-YscP antibody) of yscP –; yscP – + pLJ6
(YscP wt); yscP– + pCAP83 (YscPL442ÆA); yscP –
+ pCAP86 (YscPP440ÆA).
B. Yops proteins secreted by the same Y.
enterocolitica E40 strains as in A (Coomassie
stained SDS-PAGE).
C. Histograms of the needle length measurement of the same strains as in A. Note the
difference in scale of the x-axes.
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Needle length (nm)

nation would be that when the YscP constructs are
deprived of one of their anchors the switch could operate
at random, independently of the trigger given by the
stretching of the ruler. In bacteria harbouring such constructs, the model would predict that the needle size would
be variable but Yop secretion would occur from needles
that have stopped growing. This is compatible with the
observed phenotype but it could not be taken as a proof
for the model unless one could demonstrate that only
needles that have stopped growing do secrete Yops.
Although the model can account for the phenotype of
mutants that do no longer tightly control the needle length
but still secrete Yops, it predicts that mutants with the
opposite phenotype (normal length but no Yop secretion)
are unlikely to occur. Indeed, an arrest in the elongation
of the needle implies that the secretion of YscF is switched
off and thus that the switch is functional. None of the yscP
mutants analysed to date displayed such a phenotype. In
the flagellum also no fliK mutants controlling hook length
but unable to initiate filament assembly were ever
described (Williams et al., 1996).
According to our present study of the domain, a full
understanding of its functions will probably have to await
the determination of its 3D structure as well as that of its
potential interacting partner YscU.
Experimental procedures
Sequence analysis
Similarity searches were performed using PSI-BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1997) and HMMer(Eddy, 1998). The bidimen© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 56, 54–67

sional HCA (Gaboriaud et al., 1987; Woodcock S., 1992;
Callebaut et al., 1997) was used for refining the proposed
similarities.
Secondary structure prediction was performed using Jpred
(Cuff and Barton, 1999). FUGUE (Shi et al., 2001) and 3DPSSM (Kelley et al., 2000) were used for fold recognition.

Induction of the yop regulon and Yop secretion analysis
Bacteria were routinely grown on Luria–Bertani agar plates
and in liquid LB medium. For the induction of the yop regulon,
Y. enterocolitica bacteria were inoculated to an OD600 of 0.1
and cultivated in brain–heart infusion (BHI; Remel) supplemented with 4 mg ml-1 glycerol, 20 mM MgCl2 and 20 mM
sodium oxalate (BHI-Ox) 2H at 22∞C, then shifted to 37∞C
and incubated for 4 h. Expression of the different yscP genes
cloned downstream from the pBAD promoter was induced by
adding 0.2% arabinose to the culture just before the shift at
37∞C, and again 2 h later. Ampicillin was used at a concentration of 200 mg ml-1 to select for the expression
plasmids.
Proteins from the supernatant were precipitated overnight
at 4∞C with trichloroacetic acid 10% (w/v) final. Electrophoresis was carried out in 12% or 15% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels
in the presence of SDS (SDS-PAGE). Proteins secreted by
3 ¥ 108 bacteria were loaded per lane. For the total bacterial
cells, the proteins from 107 bacteria were loaded per lane.
After electrophoresis, proteins were stained with Coomassie
brilliant blue (Pierce) or transferred by electroblotting to a
nitrocellulose membrane. Immunoblotting was carried out
using a polyclonal rabbit anti-YscP antibody (MIPA57).
Detection of immunoblots was performed with a secondary
antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (1:2000;
Dako) before development with supersignal chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce).
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Electron microscopy
Visualization of the needle-like structures at the cell surface
of the bacteria was performed by electron microscopy as
described by Hoiczyk and Blobel (Hoiczyk and Blobel, 2001).
After 4 h of induction at 37∞C, bacteria were harvested at

2000 g and resuspended gently in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5.
Droplets were applied for 1 min to freshly glow-discharged,
formvar-carbon coated grids, and negatively stained with 2%
(w/v) uranylacetate. Bacteria were visualized in a Philips
Morgagni 268D electron microscope at a nominal magnification of ¥44 000 or 27 000 and an acceleration voltage of

Table 1. Plasmids used in this work.
Plasmids

Encoded protein

pYV
pYV40
pLJ4036
Clones
pBADMycHisA
pCA1
pCA18
pCA5
pCA6
pCA7
pCA79

YscPD1-15
YscPD385-424
YscPD16-25
YscPD26-35
YscPD36-45
YscPQ482ÆA

pCA83

YscPL442ÆA

pCA86

YscPP440ÆA

pCA88

YscPW1

pCA89

YscPW

pCA9
pCA90

YscPD46-96
YscPWT3S4AscP

pCA91

YscPWT3S4FliKS.t.

pCA92

YscPWT3S4PscP

pCA93

YscPWT3S4FliKY.p.

pCAP19
pCAP47

YscPD425-464
YscPD97-137

pCAP48

YscPD137-177

pCAP49

YscPD177-197

pCAP50

YscPD197-216

pCAP56
pCA57
pCAP77

YscPD465-485
YscPD485-500
YscPQ488ÆA

pCAP78

YscPQ472ÆA

pCAP80

YscPP486ÆA

pCAP81

YscPE479ÆA

pCAP82

YscPR480ÆA

pCAP85

YscPR418ÆA

pLJ11
pLJ6
pLJ7
pLJC12

YscPD222-306
YscPwt
YscPD222-381
YscPD501-515

Genotype or description

Source or reference

Wild-type virulence plasmid from strain Y. enterocolitica E40
pYV40 yscP–

Sory et al. (1995)
This work

pBADMycHisA – yscPD1-15
pBADMycHisA – yscPD385-424
pBADMycHisA – yscPD16-25
pBADMycHisA – yscPD26-35
pBADMycHisA – yscPD36-45
Replacement of Q482 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3467 and 3468
Replacement of L442 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3460 and 3461
Replacement of P440 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3458 and 3459
Introduction of a XbaI site between codons 405 and 406 of yscPentero by
inverse PCR on pLJ6 using oligonucleotides 3478 and 3479
Introduction of a BglII site between codons 495 and 496 of yscPentero by
inverse PCR on pCA88 using oligonucleotides 3480 and 3481
pBADMycHisA – yscPD46-96
Insertion of aa 149 to aa 238 from AscP (Aeromonas salmonicida),
amplified using oligonucleotides 3487 and 3488, into YscPW
Insertion of aa 268 to aa 353 from FliK (Salmonella typhimurium LT2),
amplified using oligonucleotides 3476 and 3477, into YscPW
Insertion of aa 263 to aa 348 from PscP (Pseudomonas aeruginosa),
amplified using oligonucleotides 3569 and 3570, into YscPW
Insertion of aa 261 to aa 348 from FliK (Yersinia pestis), amplified using
oligonucleotides 3567 and 3568, into YscPW
Deletion from pLJ6 using oligonucleotides 3244 and 3245
Deletion of codons 97–137 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by inverse PCR using
phosphorylated oligonucleotides 3318 and 3319, followed by a ligation
Deletion of codons 137–177 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by inverse PCR using
phosphorylated oligonucleotides 3320 and 3321, followed by a ligation
Deletion of codons 177–197 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by inverse PCR using
phosphorylated oligonucleotides 3322 and 3323, followed by a ligation
Deletion of codons 197–216 of yscPentero from pLJ6 by inverse PCR using
phosphorylated oligonucleotides 3338 and 3339, followed by a ligation
Deletion from pLJ6 using oligonucleotides 3340 and 3341
Deletion from pLJ6 using oligonucleotides 3342 and 3343
Replacement of Q488 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3462 and 3464
Replacement of Q472 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3465 and 3466
Replacement of P486 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3469 and 3470
Replacement of E479 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3472 and 3473This work
Replacement of R480 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3474 and 3475
Replacement of R418 by alanine by inverse PCR on pLJ6 using
oligonucleotides 3456 and 3457
pBADMycHisA – yscPD222-306
pBADMycHisA – yscPE40
pBADMycHisA – yscPD222-381
Cloning of the YscPD501-515 coding sequence, amplified by a PCR on
pYV40 using oligonucleotides 3064 and 3072 (introducing NcoI and
EcoRI sites respectively), in NcoI and EcoRI sites of pBADMycHisA

Invitrogen
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
This work
This work

This work
This work
Journet et al. (2003)
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work

This work
This work
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
This work
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Table 2. Oligonucleotides used in this work.
Codes

Oligonucleotides

Underlined sites

3064
3072
3244
3245
3318
3319
3320
3321
3322
3323
3338
3339
3340
3341
3342
3343
3456
3457
3458
3459
3460
3461
3462
3464
3465
3466
3467
3468
3469
3470
3472
3473
3474
3475
3476
3477
3478
3479
3480
3481
3487
3488
3567
3568
3569
3570

GATCGAATTCTTACTCCTGTTCACTGTCAC
GATCCCATGGCCAATAAAATCACCACTCGT
TTCTAGTTCTACCGCTAG
GAAGCTTTAAGAATTTTA
ATTATTCTGATGGTTGTGTTG
TTTTTAAAGGGGGTGACTTGT
CGCCAATGGCATGAGAGCATT
AATACCAAGCCGACTGTTCAG
TTGAACTGGCTGAACGGAATC
TGGTCTGTCGGTAGGGAAACT
CAAAAACGCCTTGCAGAAGAA
AATAACCTCTGCGCCGTCAGC
CTGACTGGCGATCAGTTCTAC
CCAACACAACTTGATTTTCAA
AATGCGTTGTAATCGCTCAAG
TCACGTCAGAAGCGCCACGTC
CTAGTTCTACCGCTAGTGCCTGTGCTAACTGTAT
ATACAGTTAGCACAGGCACTAGCGGTAGAACTAG
CAATTACACCTTAACTTAGCTGAATTGGGGGCTATTATG
CATAATAGCCCCCAATTCAGCTAAGTTAAGGTGTAATTG
CTTAACTTACCTGAAGCGGGGGCTATTATGGTT
AACCATAATAGCCCCCGCTTCAGGTAAGTTAAG
CGCATTGAGCCAACAGCACTTGATTTTCAAGCT
AGCTTGAAAATCAAGTGCTGTTGGCTCAATGCG
GCTTTAAGAATTTTAGCGGCGGGAAGTTATGACCTTCTT
AAGAAGGTCATAACTTCCCGCCGCTAAAATTCTTAAAGC
CTTCTTGAGCGATTAGCACGCATTGAGCCAACA
TGTTGGCTCAATGCGTGCTAATCGCTCAAGAAG
CGATTACAACGCATTGAGGCAACACAACTTGATTTTCAA
TTGAAAATCAAGTTGTGTTGCCTCAATGCGTTGTAATCG
AAGTTATGACCTTCTTGCGCGATTACAACGCATTG
CAATGCGTTGTAATCGCGCAAGAAGGTCATAACTT
AGTTATGACCTTCTTGAGGCATTACAACGCATTGAGCCA
TGGCTCAATGCGTTGTAATGCCTCAAGAAGGTCATAACT
GCCCTCTAGAAGCCATGAATGGCAG
GCCCAGATCTGCTACTGATACTGCT
TGAGACTGATGTTCTAGACAGCCTCGTCGC
GCGACGAGGCTGTCTAGAACATCAGTCTCA
CTGTTCACTGTCAGATCTACCGCTAGCTTG
CAAGCTAGCGGTAGATCTGACAGTGAACAG
GCCCTCTAGAAGTAATCGGGAGCTG
GCCCAGATCTGTTAAAGAGATCGAG
GCCCTCTAGAGAGTGGCCGCAACAA
GCCCAGATCTAGCCGAAACCTGTAC
GCCCTCTAGACTCGCGCGCCTGCTC
GCCCAGATCTCTGGTTGAAGGTGAG

EcoRI site
NcoI site

80 kV. Sizes were measured with the ‘Soft Imaging System’
software (Hamburg, Germany).

Construction of plasmids
The full list of plasmids used in this study is given in Table 1.
DNA amplification for cloning purposes was made using the
oligonucleotides listed in Table 2 and the Vent polymerase
(Biolabs). Deletions were generated by inverse polymerase
chain reaction, using the Pfu turbo polymerase (Stratagene).
Both strands of each construct were sequenced using 3100Avant genetic analyser (ABI Prism).
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Summary
YscP, which acts both as a molecular ruler and as a substrate-specificity
switch for type III secretion is also itself secreted by the injectisome.
Therefore, we wondered whether its export is necessary for its functions and
why YscP is secreted. By a systematic deletion analysis and by fusing
different parts of the molecule to a reporter, two distinct secretion signals in
YscP could be found: one in its N-term (aa 1-35) and one more central (aa 97137). These two signals are functionally different from Yop secretion signals.
When both secretion signals were removed, Yops could still be secreted but
the needle length control was lost. In fact, the needle length control was
already affected when only one signal was removed but the control could be
improved by producing and thereby secreting more YscPs. The two signals
exactly correspond to the N-term regions involved in needle length control.
These data suggest a model in which YscP export is linked to needle length
control.
The EM work (measurements and pictures) was done jointly with Dr. Isabel
Sorg.
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Secretion of YscP from Yersinia enterocolitica is
essential to control the length of the injectisome needle
but not to change the type III secretion substrate
specificity
Céline Agrain, Isabel Sorg, Cécile Paroz and
Guy R. Cornelis*
Biozentrum der Universität Basel, Basel, Switzerland.
Summary
The length of the needle of the Yersinia Ysc injectisome is determined by a protein called YscP. This
protein, which acts both as a molecular ruler and as
a substrate-specificity switch for type III secretion is
itself secreted by the injectisome. In this report, we
address the question why YscP is secreted. By a systematic deletion analysis and by fusing different parts
of the molecule to the adenylate cyclase reporter, we
identified two independent secretion signals. One of
them is encompassed within the 35 N-terminal residues while the second one spans residues 97–137.
These two signals are functionally different from Yop
secretion signals. When both secretion signals were
removed, Yops could still be secreted but the needle
length control was lost. YscP possessing only one
signal did not control needle length properly but the
control was improved when more YscP was produced
and secreted. YscP deprived of both signals could not
control length, even when overproduced. We conclude from this that YscP needs to be secreted to
exert its length control function but not its substratespecificity switch function.
Introduction
Type III secretion (T3S) is a secretion pathway that is
common to the flagellum of eubacteria and the injectisomes of many Gram-negative bacteria (Aizawa, 2001).
The flagellum is a motility organelle made of a basal body
embedded in the bacterial wall topped by an about 55nm-long hook and a long flexible propelling filament (Macnab, 2003). The assembly of the hook and the filament
occurs through sequential secretion by a built-in T3S
export apparatus. The subunits travel inside the growing
Accepted 22 June, 2005. *For correspondence. E-mail guy.cornelis
@unibas.ch; Tel. (+41) 61 267 21 10; Fax (+41) 61 267 21 18.
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structure and polymerize at the end (Iino, 1969; Emerson
et al., 1970). Injectisomes are stationary virulence nanomachines whose function is to secrete and translocate
effector proteins across eukaryotic cell membranes (Cornelis and Wolf-Watz, 1997). These effectors, which are
called Yops in Yersinia spp., interfere with host cell signalling and control (Cornelis, 2002; Navarro et al., 2005).
Injectisomes consist of a basal body similar to that of the
flagellum, topped by a stiff hollow needle (Kubori et al.,
1998; Blocker et al., 1999; Kimbrough and Miller, 2000;
Sekiya et al., 2001) made by the polymerization of a major
subunit, YscF in Yersinia (Hoiczyk and Blobel, 2001). Like
the flagellar hook, the needle has a definite length, around
58 nm for the Ysc injectisome of Yersinia enterocolitica
E40 (Journet et al., 2003). This length is optimized with
respect to the length of other proteins or lipopolysaccharide (LPS) present at the bacterial surface (Mota et al.,
2005; West et al., 2005). During assembly, the T3S system of the injectisome exports the needle subunits till the
needle has reached its final length. Secretion of the effectors and translocators can then be triggered by contact
between the needle tip and an eukaryotic cell membrane
(Mota et al., 2005).
Both nanomachines are thus endowed with the remarkable capacity to control the length of an external appendage – the needle and the hook – and to switch the
substrate specificity for export when assembly is completed (needle) or partially completed (flagellum). Mutants
deficient in FliK make extra-long hooks (called polyhooks)
and no filament. Extragenic suppressive mutations restoring filament assembly on polyhook structures (polyhookfilament phenotype) have been mapped in flhB, a gene
encoding a major component of the export apparatus
(Suzuki and Iino, 1981; Kutsukake et al., 1994; Williams
et al., 1996; Fraser et al., 2003). The study of these fliK
suppressor mutations led to the proposal that the C-terminal domain of FlhB has two substrate specificity states
and that a conformational change, mediated by FliK and
accompanied by a proteolytic cleavage of FlhB, is responsible for the specificity-switching process allowing secretion of flagellin to occur once assembly of the hook is
completed (Minamino and Macnab, 2000; Makishima
et al., 2001; Fraser et al., 2003).
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The length of the injectisome needle is determined by
Spa32 in Shigella, by InvJ in Salmonella enterica [Salmonella pathogenicity island 1 (SPI-1)] (Kubori et al., 2000;
Magdalena et al., 2002; Tamano et al., 2002) and by YscP
in Yersinia (Journet et al., 2003). The homologues of FlhB
in injectisomes form the well-conserved YscU family
(Allaoui et al., 1994). Introduction into YscU of the FlhB
substitutions that suppress the fliK phenotype restores
Yop secretion in yscP mutants (Edqvist et al., 2003).
Moreover, like FlhB, YscU undergoes a proteolytic cleavage (Lavander et al., 2003). Thus, very much like FliK,
YscP is thought to trigger a substrate-specificity switch,
interacting with the basal-body component YscU to stop
secretion of the YscF needle subunits and to start Yop
secretion when contact is achieved. The switch domain,
called T3S4 (for type 3 secretion substrate-specificity
switch), spans residues 405–500 of YscP. It is a globular
domain that appears to be conserved in the C-terminal
part of all the length-measuring proteins in injectisomes
as well as in the flagellum (Agrain et al., 2005).
Deletions and insertions between residues 36–96 and
222–306 of YscP lead to shorter and longer needles,
respectively, with a linear correlation between the size of
YscP and the needle length (Journet et al., 2003). This
led to a model where YscP acts as a molecular ruler
defining the needle length (Journet et al., 2003). According to the model, export of needle subunit proteins would
be allowed until the needle reaches the length of the
extended YscP ruler domain, after which the T3S4 domain
of YscP would signal the secretion apparatus to stop
exporting needle subunits. YscP is thus a protein with a
dual function, ruler and substrate-specificity switch.
It is not clear yet whether FliK also acts as a molecular
ruler. No systematic study similar to what was performed
in YscP has been performed so far with FliK. However,
mutations resulting in half- or three-quarter-length hooks
have been mapped in proteins forming the basal body,
suggesting that the switch complex could act as a measuring cup to control hook length (Makishima et al., 2001).
The subunits would first accumulate in the cup before
being all secreted. Once the cup is empty, FliK could
interact with the newly exposed, cytoplasmic face of the
secretion system and change its specificity from hooktype to filament-type secretion substrates (Makishima
et al., 2001).
Although the cup model and the ruler model are clearly
different, they have thus in common that FliK and YscP
act as molecular switches by interacting with the export
apparatus. The difference resides in the nature of the
signal which is sensed. In the cup model, the signal
would be the empty cup, while in the ruler model, it would
be the stretching of the ruler part of the switch protein.
Both YscP and FliK also have in common that they are
secreted by the T3S system of the injectisome (Stainier

et al., 2000) or the flagellum (Minamino et al., 1999)
respectively.
In the present article, we characterize the secretion
signal of YscP and we address the question why YscP
needs to be secreted. We show that YscP is endowed with
two different secretion signals which are both functionally
different from the secretion signal of the Yops. By deleting
both of them, we demonstrate that secretion of YscP is
linked to its ruler function but not to its substrate-specificity
switch function.
Results
Identification of two secretion signals in YscP
To identify putative secretion signals in YscP, we first generated large deletions that encompass the entire yscP
gene cloned downstream from an arabinose-inducible
promoter (pBAD) (Fig. 1A). The different plasmids were
then introduced in Y. enterocolitica E40 (pLJ4036); a yscP
null mutant strain and the mutant bacteria were tested for
their capacity to secrete YscP. The translation and tran-

Fig. 1. Large deletions ranging from the N-terminus to the Cterminus of YscP do not affect its secretion.
A. Schematic representations of the in-frame deletions in YscP. The
grey box in YscP (aa 403–492) represents the T3S4 domain.
B. Western blot analysis (anti-YscP, polyclonal antibody) of the total
cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of Y. enterocolitica
MRS40 (WT); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036), i.e. the yscP–
mutant (control); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036) complemented
with pLJ6 (YscP); pCA95 (YscP97-515); pCA22 (YscPD57-221); pLJ7
(YscPD222-381); pCA18 (YscPD385-424); pCAP19 (YscPD425-464); pLJ5
(YscPD467-515).
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427
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scription start sites were provided by the pBAD vector. All
the recombinant bacteria, incubated at 37∞C in Ca2+deprived medium containing arabinose, synthesized YscP
proteins of the expected size. The deletion of the first 96
residues of YscP was expected to prevent secretion of
YscP as T3S substrates are normally recognized by their
N-termini (Michiels et al., 1990; Sory and Cornelis, 1994;
Schesser et al., 1996). Surprisingly, YscPD1-96 was efficiently secreted (Fig. 1B). Other deletions covering the
whole protein did not affect secretion of YscP either
(Fig. 1B). To confirm that the secretion of these truncated
YscPs occurred via the T3S pathway we transformed the
constructed plasmids in an yscN mutant strain. This strain
is defective in T3S as a result of the deletion of the ATPase
of the system (Woestyn et al., 1994). Secretion was monitored as previously and none of the truncated YscPs was
secreted (data not shown) showing that the YscP deletion
mutants were indeed secreted by T3S. All these experiments suggested that YscP could have more than one
secretion signal, each of them being sufficient for the
protein to be secreted.
In order to localize these hypothetical signals, we then
generated hybrid proteins by fusing portions of the yscP
coding sequence to cya, encoding the adenylate cyclase
(Cya) reporter protein (Sory and Cornelis, 1994). Fragments of yscP were cloned in frame, downstream from
the yopE promoter and upstream from the cya gene, in
plasmid pMSL56 (Table 1). Y. enterocolitica MRS40 [wild
type (WT)] was transformed with recombinant plasmids
and proteins secreted in vitro were analysed by SDSPAGE. Hybrid proteins YscP1-100-Cya and YscP97-384-Cya
were secreted whereas YscP384-465-Cya and YscP468-515Cya were not (Fig. 2). These results were consistent with
the hypothesis that YscP contains more than one secretion signal within the first half of the protein.
Delineation of the first secretion signal of YscP
The first secretion signal turned out to be comprised
within the first 50 N-term residues as a new construct
containing only YscP1-50 and Cya was secreted (Fig. 3).
To delineate more accurately this secretion signal, a systematic deletion analysis of YscP1-50-Cya was performed.
Deletion of the first 15 residues dramatically reduced the
amount of intrabacterial protein suggesting that the Nterm of the protein is required for stability of this hybrid
protein. Therefore, we could not conclude about the
secretion of this hybrid. Hybrid proteins deleted from
residues 16–25 or residues 26–35 were efficiently
synthesized but not secreted. A hybrid deleted from
residues 36–45 was normally secreted (Fig. 3). These
results indicate that the first YscP secretion signal is
encoded within the first 35 amino acids and that this signal
is sufficient to mediate the secretion of the Cya reporter.
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427
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Fig. 2. A. Schematic representations of the different regions of YscP
fused to Cya.
B. Western blot analysis (anti-Cya polyclonal antibody) of the total
cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of Y. enterocolitica
MRS40 (WT); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 complemented with pMSL56
(Cya); pCA10 (YscP1-100-Cya); pCA39 (YscP97-384-Cya); pCA58
(YscP384-465-Cya); pCA59 (YscP468-515-Cya).

Delineation of the second signal of YscP
To delineate the second YscP secretion signal, we
also engineered systematic in-frame deletions within
YscP97-384-Cya. The constructs were introduced in Y.
enterocolitica E40 WT and secretion was triggered by
Ca2+-chelation. Hybrid proteins with successive deletions
ranging from amino acid 138–384 were efficiently
secreted whereas one where amino acids 97–137 were
removed was unable to mediate secretion of the Cya
reporter (Fig. 4). The expression levels of all hybrids were
equivalent, indicating that the absence of the protein from
culture supernatants resulted from lack of secretion. The
second signal is thus localized between residues 97 and
137 and like the first secretion signal, it is sufficient to
mediate secretion.
The two secretion signals of YscP are functionally
different from the Yop secretion signals
Yops secretion is severely reduced in yscP mutants
(Stainier et al., 2000; Agrain et al., 2005), which is
explained by the fact that YscP is required to switch the
substrate specificity of the apparatus, from needle sub-
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Table 1. Plasmids used in this work.
Plasmids

Encoded protein

pYV plasmids
pYV40
pLJ4036
Expression plasmids
pBADMycHisA
pCA1
YscPD1-15
pCA5
YscPD16-25
pCA6
YscPD26-35
pCA7
YscPD36-45
pCA9
YscPD46-96
pCA10
YscP1-100-Cya
pCA12

YscP1-50-Cya

pCA18
pCA20
pCA22

YscPD385-424
YscPD46-96+D222-306
YscPD57-221

pCA31

YscP16-50-Cya

pCA33

YscP1-50 (D26-35)-Cya

pCA34

YscP

pCA37

YscP138-384-Cya

pCA39

YscP97-384-Cya

pCA58

YscP384-465-Cya

pCA59

YscP468-515-Cya

pCA76

YscPD1-15–D97-137

pCA95

YscPD1-96

pCAP19
pCAP32

YscPD425-464
YscP1-50 (D16-25)-Cya

pCAP47
pCAP48
pCAP49
pCAP50
pCAP51

YscPD97-137
YscPD137-177
YscPD177-197
YscPD197-216
YscP97-384 (D137-177)-Cya

pCAP52

YscP97-384 (D177-197)-Cya

pCAP53

YscP97-384 (D197-217)-Cya

pCAP55

YscP97-384 (D222-381)-Cya

pLJ5
pLJ6
pLJ7
pLJ19
pLJ20
pMSL56

YscPD467-515
YscPWT
YscPD222-381
YscPD222-381
YscPD307-381
Cya

-Cya

1-50 (D36-45)

Genotype or description

Source or reference

Wild-type virulence plasmid from strain Y. enterocolitica E40
pYV40 yscP–

Sory et al. (1995)
Agrain et al. (2005)

pBADMycHisA – yscPD1-15
pBADMycHisA – yscPD16-25
pBADMycHisA – yscPD26-35
pBADMycHisA – yscPD36-45
pBADMycHisA – yscPv46-96
yscP fragment amplified with primers 3127 and 3128, digested by
HindIII and BglII and cloned in the corresponding sites of pMSL56
yscP fragment amplified with primers 3127 and 3130, digested by
HindIII and BglII and cloned in the corresponding sites of pMSL56
pBADMycHisA – yscPD385-424
pBADMycHisA – yscPD46-96+D222-306
Deletion of codons 57–221 of yscP from pLJ6 by inverse polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) using primers 5¢P-3239 and 5¢P-3240,
followed by a ligation
yscP fragment obtained by PCR on pYV with primers 3164 and
3130, digested by HindIII and BglII and cloned in the
corresponding sites of pMSL56
Inverse PCR on pCA12 using primers 5¢P-3068 and 5¢P-3069 and
ligation
Inverse PCR on pCA12 using primers 5¢P-3070 and 5¢P-3071 and
ligation
yscP fragment amplified with primers 3334 and 3168, digested by
HindIII and BglII and cloned in the corresponding sites of pMSL56
yscP fragment amplified with primers 3167 and 3168, digested by
HindIII and BglII and cloned in the corresponding sites of pMSL56
yscP fragment amplified with primers 3166 and 3335, digested by
HindIII and BglII and cloned in the corresponding sites of pMSL56
yscP fragment amplified with primers 3336 and 3169, digested by
HindIII and BglII and cloned in the corresponding sites of pMSL56
yscP fragment obtained by PCR on pCA47 with primers 3167 and
3168, digested by NcoI and EcoRI and cloned in the
corresponding sites of pBADMycHisA
yscP fragment obtained by PCR on pYV with primers 3390 and
3345, digested by NcoI and EcoRI and cloned in the
corresponding sites of pBADMycHisA
pBADMycHisA – yscPD425-464
Inverse PCR on pCA12 using primers 5¢P-3066 and 5¢P-3067 and
ligation
pBADMycHisA – yscPD97-137
pBADMycHisA – yscPD137-177
pBADMycHisA – yscPD177-197
pBADMycHisA – yscPD197-216
Inverse PCR on pCA39 using primers 5¢P-3320 and 5¢P-3321 and
ligation
Inverse PCR on pCA39 using primers 5¢P-3322 and 5¢P-3323 and
ligation
Inverse PCR on pCA39 using primers 5¢P-3337 and 5¢P-3338 and
ligation
yscP fragment obtained by PCR on pLJ7 with primers 3167 and
3168, digested by HindIII and BglII and cloned in the
corresponding sites of pMSL56
pBADMycHisA – yscPD467-515
pBADMycHisA – yscP
pBADMycHisA – yscPD222-381
pBADMycHisA – yscPD222-381
pBADMycHisA – yscPD307-381
pTM100-yopE2-cya

Invitrogen
Agrain et al. (2005)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
This study
This study
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
This study

This study

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

This study

Agrain et al. (2005)
This study
Agrain et al. (2005)
Agrain et al. (2005)
Agrain et al. (2005)
Agrain et al. (2005)
This study
This study
This study
This study

Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
Agrain et al. (2005)
Journet et al. (2003)
Journet et al. (2003)
M.P. Sory and G.R. Cornelis
(unpublished)
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were, as expected, defective both in Yops secretion
(Fig. 3D) and in needle length control. Despite these
defects, the hybrid proteins containing signal 1 (YscP1-50
and YscP1-50(D36-45)) were secreted by the yscP– bacteria
as well as by WT bacteria indicating that the secretion
signal is different from a Yop secretion signal and that the
machinery is capable of differentiating between YscP and
the Yops.
The same results were observed when we tested
hybrids endowed with the YscP secretion signal 2
(Fig. 4C).

Fig. 3. Delineation of the first signal.
A. Schematic representations of the in-frame deletions in YscP1-50
fused to Cya.
B. Western blot analysis (anti-Cya polyclonal antibody) of the total
cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of Y. enterocolitica
MRS40 (WT); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 complemented with pMSL56
(Cya); pCA12 (YscP1-50-Cya); pCA31 (YscP16-50–Cya); pCAP32
(YscP1-50(D16-25)-Cya); pCA33 (YscP1-50(D26-35)-Cya); pCA34
(YscP1-50(D36-45)-Cya).
C. Western blot analysis (anti-Cya polyclonal antibody) of the total
cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of Y. enterocolitica
MRS40 (pLJ4036), i.e. the yscP– mutant (control); Y. enterocolitica
MRS40 (pLJ4036) complemented with pMSL56 (Cya, control);
pCA12 (YscP1-50-Cya); pCA31 (YscP16-50-Cya); pCAP32
(YscP1-50(D16-25)-Cya); pCA33 (YscP1-50(D26-35)-Cya); pCA34
(YscP1-50(D36-45)-Cya).
D. Yop proteins secreted by the same Y. enterocolitica strains as in
(B) (Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE).

units (YscF) to Yops. According to the switch concept
(Kutsukake et al., 1994; Williams et al., 1996; Kutsukake,
1997; Minamino et al., 1999; Hirano et al., 2003), the
secretion signal of YscP should be functionally different
from the secretion signal of the Yops. To analyse the
specificity of the secretion signals, we introduced the constructs encoding the hybrid Cya proteins in a yscP– background and monitored secretion.
The yscP– mutants expressing the different fusions
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427

Fig. 4. Delineation of the second signal.
A. Schematic representations of the in-frame deletions in YscP97-384
fused to Cya.
B. Western blot analysis (anti-YscP polyclonal antibody) of the total
cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of Y. enterocolitica
MRS40 (WT); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036), i.e. the yscP–
mutant (control); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036) complemented
with pCA39 (YscP97-384-Cya); pCA37 (YscP138-384-Cya); pCAP51
(YscP97-384(D137-177)-Cya); pCAP52 (YscP97-384(D177-197)-Cya); pCAP53
(YscP97-384(D197-217)-Cya); pCAP55 (YscP97-384(D222-381)-Cya).
C. Yop proteins secreted by the same Y. enterocolitica strains as in
(B) (Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE)
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The secretion signals of YscP are required for needle
length control but not for switching on Yops secretion
Having now localized the two secretion signals of YscP,
we wanted to assess the importance of the secretion of
YscP for its functions. Thus, we deleted codons 1–35 plus
97–137 but the encoded protein was not expressed. The
same happened when only codons 1–35 were deleted,
indicating that the 1–35 deletion was the cause of the
problem. Hence, we tried to delete internal parts of signal
1 plus signal 2 but there was a residual secretion of the
mutants. Finally, as deletion 1–15 is known not to affect
the stability of YscP (Agrain et al., 2005), we deleted
codons 1–15 plus 97–137. This construct was produced
as well as WT YscP and was tested in parallel with
YscPD1-95 and YscPD97-137. As expected, a deletion affect-

ing the first signal only and the second signal only did not
alter secretion of YscP but a deletion in both of them did
(Fig. 5B). We inferred that deletion 1–15 of YscP was
sufficient to destroy signal 1 although signal 1 is larger.
As regards to Yops secretion, bacteria expressing YscP
depleted in one signal had a WT phenotype (Fig. 5A)
(Agrain et al., 2005). Bacteria expressing YscP affected in
both signals secreted Yops almost normally showing that
the T3S4 domain of YscP retains the ability to switch
export specificity to some degree even if the protein is not
secreted.
In contrast, as regards to needle length, bacteria producing YscP mutated in both signals or even in only one
signal made needles of deregulated length (Fig. 5C). The
control defect was maximal for mutant bacteria affected
in both signals. For the Dsignal2 mutant a peak at approx-

Fig. 5. Export of YscP is not necessary for Yops secretion but it is for needle length control.
A. Yop proteins secreted by the Y. enterocolitica strains MRS40 (WT); MRS40 (pLJ4036), i.e. the yscP– mutant (control); Y. enterocolitica MRS40
(pLJ4036) complemented with pLJ6 (YscPWT); pCA95 (YscPD1-96); pCAP47 (YscPD97-137); pCA76 (YscPD1-15+D97-137) (Coomassie-stained SDSPAGE).
B. Western blot analysis (anti-YscP polyclonal antibody) of the total cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of the Y. enterocolitica MRS40
(WT); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036), i.e. the yscP– mutant (control); Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036) complemented with pLJ6 (YscPWT);
pCA95 (YscPD1-96); pCAP47 (YscPD97-137); pCA76 (YscPD1-15+D97-137).
C. Histograms of the needle length measurements. Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036) complemented with pLJ6 (YscPWT, + control); pCA95
(YscPD1-96); pCAP47 (YscPD97-137) and pCA76 (YscPD1-15+D97-137). Note the difference in scale of the x-axes between the histograms on the right
and the ones on the left. Median (in nm); sd, standard deviation of the mean (in nm); N, number of needles measured.
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427
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imately WT needle length (around 60 nm) could still be
observed even though it displayed a wider distribution
(standard deviation of 23 nm). For mutant D1–96, the distribution was abnormally wide but there was nevertheless
a peak between 30 and 45 nm. The smaller size of the
peak could be explained by the fact that here not only the
signal 1 is missing (aa 1–35) but also a part of the ruler
(aa 36–96).
The measurements and related histograms suggest the
first signal to be more important for needle length control
than the second signal as the effect of its deletion is more
pronounced. Taken together, these results reveal the
importance of the secretion signals of YscP for the needle
length control.
The regions flanking signal 2 are part of the ruler
The absence of needle length control in a mutant having
a deletion in signal 2 (D97–137) led us to investigate more
accurately the region spanning residues 97–222, which
was not analysed in our previous study (Journet et al.,
2003). Six new deletions were engineered in pLJ6, our
yscP+-complementing plasmid, and all our mutants carrying deletions between residues 1 and 381 were analysed
together for needle length. Except for the YscPD97-137
mutant (Dsignal2), all mutants with deletions between residues 36 and 381 or insertions after residue 49 were able
to control needle length (Fig. 6A) and led to shorter or
longer needles respectively. Furthermore, when we plotted the needle lengths versus the number of YscP residues for all these mutants, we obtained a linear
relationship (Journet et al., 2003) (Fig. 6B) with an increment of 1.9 Å per YscP residue, enabling us to assign the
ruler function to the two regions (36–96 and 138–381).
Thus the ruler domain of YscP extends on both sides of
secretion signal 2, up till the T3S4 domain (Journet et al.,
2003). This observation is in good agreement with the
observation that insertion of supplementary residues after
codon 49 (i.e. in between the two signals) leads to an
increase of the needle length (Fig. 6A) (Journet et al.,
2003). In conclusion, on the N-term side, two short
regions of YscP are required for length control and correspond exactly to the two secretion signals.
Increasing the amount of secreted YscP restores needle
length control in a mutant lacking one secretion signal
As there is a correlation between the export of YscP and
needle length control, we wondered whether increasing
or decreasing the amount of YscP that is secreted would
lead to a tighter or a looser control of needle length. To
modulate the amount of YscP that is secreted, we induced
synthesis of different constructs with concentrations of
arabinose ranging from 0.02% to 0.5%. Production of the
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427

different truncated YscPs was proportional to the arabinose concentrations used for induction (Fig. 7A) and so
was it for the secreted amount (Fig. 7A). The increase in
the amount of secreted YscP was significant for constructs
where only one signal was deleted. For the construct
where both signals were affected, the increase in synthesis did not significantly modify the amount of secreted
protein. We then measured the needle lengths under
the different induction concentrations. Interestingly, the
increase in the amount of secreted truncated YscP corresponded to a slight decrease in the needle length
(Fig. 7B) and above all to a decrease in the standard
deviation (Fig. 7B), meaning a better control of the needle
length. For instance, yscP null bacteria complemented
with pBAD-yscP+D1-15 made deregulated needles when
synthesis was induced with only 0.02% of arabinose and
the distribution of the needle length became sharper when
the concentration of arabinose was increased to 0.2% and
0.5% (Fig. 7C). The same effect was observed by increasing the expression and thus the secretion of YscPWT
and YscPD97-137 (Fig. 7C). Increasing the synthesis of
YscPD1-15+D97-137 did not lead to a secretion of significant
amounts of YscP; only at 0.5% arabinose a faint band
could be detected. It also did not lead to any better control
of the needle length (Fig. 7B). This suggests that secretion and needle length control are linked.
Discussion
The questions of how a single protein can determine the
length of an extrabacterial organelle and why the length
of this organelle is important are intellectually very challenging (Minamino and Pugsley, 2005). The objective of
this work was to determine the reason why the lengthmeasuring protein YscP is secreted. To address this question, we first needed to identify the secretion signal in
order to engineer a non-secretable mutant. The exact
nature of the signal recognized for export by the T3S
pathway is an area of controversy for many years. Based
on genetic analyses, several reports conclude that the
secretion signal of Yersinia Yop effectors is an encrypted
non-cleaved N-terminal sequence in the protein (Michiels
et al., 1990; Sory et al., 1995; Schesser et al., 1996; Lloyd
et al., 2001; 2002) while others conclude that it is embodied within the mRNA coding for the substrate (Anderson
and Schneewind, 1997; 1999; Ramamurthi and Schneewind, 2003). In the flagellar field, a wealth of information
is available regarding the structure of the extrabacterial
components that are exported by T3S and these data
suggest that for these proteins the T3S signal is a disordered N-terminal peptide structure (Namba, 2001). So far,
there is only one report analysing the secretion signal of
a needle-length controlling protein (Russmann et al.,
2002). It concerns InvJ, the protein, which controls the
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A
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Fig. 6. A. Schematic representations of in-frame deletions that were generated in the first half of YscP (top) and in-frame insertions after residue
49 (bottom), together with their ability to control needle length. Total number of residues in YscP is given on the left. Median (in nm); sd, standard
deviation (in nm); N, number of needles measured (on the right). In bold, deletions that were not yet analysed previously as regards to needle
length control. The grey box in YscP (aa 403–492) represents the T3S4 domain and the two black boxes represent the two secretion signals of
the protein.
B. Plot of the needle lengths versus the number of residues in YscP. Only YscP variants, which have retained the needle length control, are
shown. The point for the smallest YscP protein deviates from the line more than the other variants. This may be explained by the fact that very
small needles may escape detection.
Fig. 7. Increasing the export of YscP partially restores the needle length control.
A. Western blot analysis (anti-YscP polyclonal antibody) of the total cells (TC) and culture supernatant (SN) fraction of Y. enterocolitica MRS40
(pLJ4036) complemented with pLJ6 (YscPWT); pCA1 (YscPD1-15); pCA95 (YscPD1-96), pCAP47 (YscPD97-137); pCA76 (YscPD1-15+D97-137). YscP
synthesis was induced with increasing arabinose concentrations (0.02%, 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.5%).
B. Table summarizing the needle length measurements. N, number of needles measured.
C. Histograms of the needle length measurements. Y. enterocolitica MRS40 (pLJ4036) complemented with pLJ6 (YscPWT); pCA1 (YscPD1-15);
pCAP47 (YscPD97-137). YscP synthesis was induced with increasing arabinose concentrations (0.02%, 0.2% and 0.5%).
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427
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length of the needle of the SPI-1-encoded injectisome of
S. enterica. Although it controls needle length as YscP
does (Kubori et al., 2000), there is no significant sequence
similarity with YscP and no proof yet that it works as a
molecular ruler. The secretion signal of InvJ was found to
consist only of amino acids 4–7 (Russmann et al., 2002).
In the present study, we generated overlapping deletions in YscP and we observed that all the deletion
mutants were secreted normally. We reasoned that there
could be two signals and to test this hypothesis, we fused
different parts of YscP to the adenylate cyclase Cya
(Ladant et al., 1989; Sory and Cornelis, 1994) taken as
reporter. In agreement with the hypothesis, two different
independent signals were identified, an N-terminal signal
extending to residue 35 and an internal signal spanning
residues 97–137. Both signals are longer than the ones
found on Yop proteins. This situation is quite different from
the one observed with InvJ (Russmann et al., 2002) and
with FliK, which is not secreted if residues 1–10 are
deleted (Minamino et al., 1999).
To our knowledge, the presence of two secretion signals
is unprecedented in T3S, unless if one agrees that T3S
chaperones assist secretion (Cheng et al., 1997) by forming a kind of tridimensional signal as suggested for YopE
and its chaperone SycE (Birtalan et al., 2002). It is thus
possible that the second signal of YscP constitutes a
chaperone-binding domain but so far no chaperone could
be identified for YscP. A mutant missing this hypothetical
chaperone would be expected to have the same phenotype as a yscP mutant but no such mutant was reported
so far. At this stage, one can thus not decide whether
signal 2 is recognized directly or indirectly by the T3S
translocon. It is, however, hard to conceive that the two
secretion signals would be recognized by the same receptor.
The two signals of YscP were then removed in order to
address the question of why YscP is secreted. This led to
a complete loss of length control but not to a loss of Yop
secretion. As far as length control is concerned, this is in
agreement with observations made with InvJ. It was
indeed found that InvJ secretion is essential for its function in needle length determination (Russmann et al.,
2002). It is also in agreement with the observation that
export of FliK during hook assembly is important for
hook-length control (Minamino et al., 1999). Here we
show that Yops can be secreted even if the needle length
is not controlled. This means that YscP can switch the
substrate specificity without being secreted itself. This is
consistent with results presented recently by Aizawa and
colleagues (Hirano et al., 2005) showing that FliK does
not need to be exported to allow secretion of flagellin. We
think that this observation fits with the model of a switch
coupled to a ruler. Indeed, the ruler is exported via its Nterminus through the needle that it measures and its C-

term operates as an intrabacterial switch. The model proposes that stretching of the ruler triggers the switch.
However, the switch is very robust and can operate in a
deregulated manner (no length control) when the ruler
part is deleted.
Although the two signals seem to be redundant for
secretion, they both are needed for a tight length control.
Indeed, removal of signal 2 alone had a negative impact
on length control: although some needles had a normal
length, many were too long. The same was true for deletion of signal 1 and the impact was even more pronounced. These observations clearly indicate that YscP
secretion is linked to the ruler function. In agreement with
this idea, we could show that the more YscP is secreted,
the tighter the control. The conclusion that the length
control implies that the ruler is exported is in perfect
agreement with the conclusions of Russmann et al.
(2002) concerning InvJ and of Minamino et al. (1999)
concerning FliK. It also fits well with the ruler model which
implies the secretion of YscP (Journet et al., 2003). Even
more, the localization of the two secretion signals in the
N-terminal part of the protein implies that the N-terminus
enters first into the channel which agrees with previous
data showing that the substrate-specificity switch is localized in the C-terminus of the protein (Minamino et al.,
2004; Agrain et al., 2005). The fact that the short region
between the two signals acts as a ruler suggests that
signal 2 does not enter the channel first. The most likely
situation is that signal 1 leads the protein and that signal
2 acts as a helper to present signal 1 to the translocon.
One could also imagine that one of the secretion signals
acts as a binding domain involved in the interaction with
another secreted protein like, e.g. YscF in the growing
needle. In other words, YscP secretion might involve a
piggybacking mechanism and secretion may be a consequence of its ruler function.
Finally, it is noteworthy that both secretion signals of
YscP allow secretion of reporter proteins even in yscP–
bacteria, which are unable to switch on Yops secretion.
This means that these signals are functionally different
from the Yop secretion signals and thus that there are
different classes of T3S signals. One class of signals is
recognized before the substrate-specificity switch while
the other class is only recognized after. This idea was
already implicit in the switch concept as developed for the
assembly of the flagellum (Williams et al., 1996; Hirano
et al., 2003) but it has never been demonstrated in the
case of the injectisome. In the past, bioinformatics studies
on the T3S signal have included YscP in the same analysis as Yops (Lloyd et al., 2002). It is now clear that there
is hierarchy in T3S and that there are at least two classes
of signals, maybe more. This should obviously be taken
into account when trying to understand what selects substrates for T3S.
© 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 57, 1415–1427
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Experimental procedures
Induction of the yop regulon and Yop protein analysis
Bacteria were routinely grown on Luria–Bertani agar plates
and in liquid Luria–Bertani medium. For the induction of the
yop regulon, Y. enterocolitica bacteria were inoculated to an
optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.1 and cultivated in
brain–heart infusion (BHI; Remel) supplemented with
4 mg ml-1 glycerol, 20 mM MgCl2 and 20 mM sodium oxalate
(BHI-Ox) for 2 h at 22∞C, then shifted to 37∞C and incubated
for 4 h. Expression of the different yscP genes cloned downstream from the pBAD promoter was induced by adding 0.2%
arabinose to the culture just before the shift at 37∞C, and
again 2 h later. Ampicillin was used at a concentration of
200 mg ml-1 to select for the expression plasmids.
Proteins from the supernatant were precipitated overnight
at 4∞C with trichloroacetic acid 10% (w/v) final. Electrophoresis was carried out on 12% or 15% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels
in the presence of SDS (SDS-PAGE). Proteins secreted by
3 ¥ 108 bacteria were loaded per lane. For the total bacterial
cells, the proteins from 107 bacteria were loaded per lane.
After electrophoresis, proteins were stained with Coomassie
brilliant blue (Pierce) or transferred by electroblotting to a
nitrocellulose membrane. Immunoblotting was carried out
using a polyclonal rabbit anti-YscP antibody (MIPA57) or
using a polyclonal goat anti-Cya antibody (Santa Cruz).
Detection of immunoblots was performed with a secondary
antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (1:2000;
Dako) before development with supersignal chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce).

Electron microscopy
Visualization of the needle-like structures at the cell surface
of the bacteria was performed by electron microscopy as
described by Hoiczyk and Blobel (2001). After 4 h of induction at 37∞C, bacteria were harvested at 2000 g and resuspended gently in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. Droplets were
applied for 1 min to freshly glow-discharged, formvar carboncoated grids, and negatively stained with 2% (w/v) uranylacetate. Bacteria were visualized in a Philips Morgagni 268D
electron microscope at a nominal magnification of 20 000¥
and an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. Sizes were measured
with the ‘Soft Imaging System’ software (Hamburg,
Germany).

Construction of plasmids
The list of plasmids used in this study is given in Table 1.
DNA amplification for cloning purposes was made using the
primers listed in Table S1 and the Vent polymerase (Biolabs).
Deletions were generated by inverse polymerase chain reaction, using the Pfu turbo polymerase (Stratagene). Both
strands of each construct were sequenced using 3100-Avant
genetic analyser (ABI Prism).
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3.4- Results

Summary
Why does the needle have a determined length? To adress this
question, we studied the effect of needle length variations on the efficacy of
translocation of Yop effector proteins into J774 mouse macrophages. To
monitor the amount of YopP translocated inside the host cell, we quantified
the degree of apoptosis induced on infected macrophages by different Y.
enterocolitica strains expressing YscP proteins of different sizes. In relation to
the WT strain, the level of apoptosis was reduced about 2-fold when
macrophages were infected with a strain expressing short needles, but was
identical to WT when the infection was done with a strain expressing long
needles. Reducing the size of YadA, an adhesin protruding at the bacterial
surface, suppressed the negative effect of shortening the needle.
Furthermore, increasing YadA increased the deficiency in bacteria carrying
short needles. This demonstrates that increasing the distance between the
needle and the host cell reduces the efficacy of translocation. Our results
suggest that the different structures at the bacterial surface and the nature of
its interaction with host receptors might have shaped a precise injectisome
needle size during evolution and the need of its strict control for optimal
function of T3S.
Statement of my work
My contribution to this paper was restricted to provide some constructions and
to participate in the clonings.
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Bacterial Injectisomes:
Needle Length Does Matter
Luı́s Jaime Mota, Laure Journet, Isabel Sorg,
Céline Agrain, Guy R. Cornelis*
modulating the distance between the bacType III secretion (T3S) allows Gramterium and host-cell lipid membranes. We
negative pathogenic bacteria adhering to the
altered YadA length by deletion or duplicamembrane of a eukaryotic cell to paralyze
or reprogram this cell by injecting
proteins into its cytosol (1). Many
T3S nanomachines (injectisomes) possess a stiff needlelike structure of a
defined length (2). The needle is
thought to function as the conduit
for protein translocation. In Yersinia
bacteria, including Y. pestis, the
needle length is defined by the protein ruler YscP (3), and the proteins
injected upon host cell contact, called
Yops, are involved in, among other
things, caspase activation and macrophage apoptosis (4).
To address the question of why the
needle length is controlled, we replaced yscP (515 codons) on the 70-kb
virulence plasmid of Y. enterocolitica
E40 by either a truncated (388 codons)
or an enlarged (680 codons) allele.
We incubated the modified bacteria
in conditions that artificially induce
Yersinia T3S (4) and observed no
clear difference in Yop secretion in
relation to wild-type bacteria (fig. S1).
We compared Yersinia that make
short (YscP388, needle length L 0
45 T 13 nm) and long (YscP680, L 0
88 T 23 nm) needles to wild-type
bacteria (L 0 55 T 11 nm) (fig. S2) for
their capacity to inject the apoptosisinducing YopP into J774A.1 macrophages, by assaying caspase activation
in infected cells. Bacteria making long
needles were as efficient as the wild
type, but those making short needles
were not (Fig. 1A). This suggested
that the needle must span a minimal Fig. 1. (A) Caspase activity (act.) on Y. enterocolitica
distance, presumably determined by E40-infected macrophages. Results are the mean T SEM
five independent experiments, each done in
the Y. enterocolitica adhesins YadA from
triplicate. The numbers on top indicate how far the
and invasin (Inv).
needle sticks out (in nm) relative to YadA. NI, not
Although YadA protrudes È28 nm infected; wt, wild-type. (B) YopO143-Cya translocation
from the bacterial outer membrane into macrophages. DHOPEMNB is a negative control,
(5), Inv is only 18 nm long (6). YadA not expressing the YopB translocator (4). Data are the
(455 amino acids) has a lollipop- mean T SEM from three independent experiments, each
shaped structure with an oval head on done in triplicate. cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate. (C) Immunoblot of cultured supernatant proteins
top of a coiled-coil rod (5). Variations from Y. enterocolitica E40–infected macrophages. YopN–
in coiled-coil domain length result is a positive control; in a yopN mutant, Yop transin longer or shorter YadAs (5), location is independent of contact (4).
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tion of residues 230 to 319 within the coiledcoil rod, yielding shorter (YadA365, estimated length of 15 nm) and longer (YadA545,
È40 nm) adhesins. We disrupted inv and
yadA in Yersinia carrying yscP388, yscPwt,
and yscP680 and introduced plasmids encoding YadAwt, YadA365, and YadA545. The
YadA variants were as functional as YadAwt
in promoting cell attachment (fig. S3).
Caspase activity in Yersinia-infected macrophages revealed that shortening YadA suppressed the defect of short needles, whereas
lengthening YadA enhanced the deficiency
(Fig. 1A). Accordingly, lengthening YadA reduced the efficacy of wild-type needles but
not of long needles (Fig. 1A). We monitored
the translocation of YopO into J774A.1 by
using an adenylate cyclase (Cya) reporter
assay (Fig. 1B), confirming that short needles
lead to a defect in Yop injection.
Thus, increasing the distance between the
needle tip and the host cell by shortening
the needle or by lengthening YadA reduces
translocation; i.e., the needle needs to have a
minimal length to be fully functional. We
tested if bacteria with impaired translocation
efficiency secreted Yops into the medium
when incubated with J774A.1. Regardless of
the length of the needle or YadA, we could
not detect YopE in this fraction (Fig. 1C),
indicating that there was no leakage and
suggesting that contact between the needle tip and the host cell membrane is necessary to trigger T3S. It is thus likely that
needle length has evolved to match specific structures at the bacterial and host cell
surfaces.
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Materials and Methods
This work was done with Yersinia enterocolitica E40 (pYV40) [yscPwt] and its isogenic
derivatives E40 (pLJ4022) [yscP388], E40 (pLJM4001) [yscP680], E40 inv- (pLJM4029)
[yscPwt yadA-], E40 inv- (pLJM4031) [yscP388 yadA-], E40 inv- (pLJM4032) [yscP680 yadA-]
and plasmids pLJM32 [yadAwt], pLJM33 [yadA365], and pLJM34 [yadA545].
DNA and proteins analyses were performed using standard methods (S1).
Before use, Y. enterocolitica strains were pre-grown overnight with continuous shaking
(120 rpm) in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) at 22°C. For infection, bacteria were then diluted
to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.1 in fresh BHI and cultured for 3 hours at 37°C
in a shaking water bath (120 rpm). To grow the bacteria in conditions that artificially
induce Yop secretion (in vitro Yop secretion), Y. enterocolitica bacteria were inoculated at
an OD600 of 0.1, cultivated in BHI supplemented with 20 mM sodium oxalate, 4 mg/ml
glucose, and 20 mM MgCl2 for 2 hours at 22°C with shaking, and then transferred to a
shaking water bath for 4 hours at 37°C.
Murine monocyte-macrophage J774A.1 cells (ATCC TIB67) were cultured in RPMI 1640
(Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS; Invitrogen), 2 mM Lglutamine (Invitrogen), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen) and 0.02 mM bmercaptoethanol (Sigma); human epithelial HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco modified
Eagle medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (Invitrogen)
and 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen). Cells were cultured at 37°C in humidified
atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Cells were seeded the day before the experiment, and then

1

infected with the relevant Y. enterocolitica strains at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 50.
Extracellular bacteria were killed 2 hours after infection by adding gentamicin (100 mg/ml).
For measurement of caspase activity, 5 hours after infection, J774A.1 macrophages were
washed once with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and lysed as described (S2).
Caspase activity was determined by incubation of cell lysates (containing 15 µg of total
protein)

with

50 m M of the fluorogenic substrate acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-

aminomethylcoumarin (Ac-DEVD-AMC) (Alexis Biochemicals) as previously reported
(S2). The release of fluorescent AMC was measured by fluorometry (end point method)
using a Wallac Victor2 1420 Multilabel Counter (Perkin Elmer).
To monitor translocation of YopO143-Cya, J774A.1 macrophages were infected for 2 hours,
and cyclic AMP (cAMP) was extracted and assayed by using the cAMP Biotrak
Enzymeimmunoassay (EIA) System (Amersham Biosciences) as previously reported (S3).
For the analysis of Yop proteins in cell culture supernatants of J774, the cells were washed
extensively in RPMI 1640 without FBS before infection. After a 2 hours infection, the
culture supernatants were collected, centrifuged to remove non-adherent bacteria, and
proteins were precipitated with methanol/chloroform and then analyzed by SDS-PAGE
followed by Immunoblot with polyclonal serum against YopE.
Analysis of needles by electron microscopy and genetic manipulations were performed as
described before (S4).
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Fig. S1. In vitro Yop secretion by Y. enterocolitica E40 expressing different YscP proteins.
(A) Proteins in the supernatant were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining.
Arrows point out the position of YopH, YopP, and YopE, and asterisks indicate the
secreted YscP proteins. (B) The amount of secreted YopH, YopP, and YopE was estimated
by densitometric analysis. Results are presented as percentage of secretion in relation to the
amount observed in wild-type bacteria (YscPwt) and are the mean ± standard error of the
mean (SEM) of five different gels, from five independent experiments.
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Fig. S2. Histograms of needle length measurements, and electron micrographs of Y.
enterocolitica E40 making short (YscP388), normal (YscPwt) or long (YscP680) needles. M,
mean of the lengths (cm); N, number of needles measured.
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Fig. S3. Adherence to human epithelial HeLa cells of Y. enterocolitica E40 Inv- carrying
the indicated YadA proteins. Adherence was monitored by Triton X100 lysis of HeLa cells
infected for 2 hours with Y. enterocolitica and bacteria were titrated by plating the cell
lysates. Results are presented as percentage of adherence in relation to the values obtained
with bacteria expressing YadAWT and are the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) of
three independent experiments, each done in triplicate.
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3.5.1.

Physico-chemical properties of YscP

3.5.1.1.

HCA- Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis of completeYscP

The Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis (HCA) pattern of YscP is quite original as it
shows large regions deprived of any secondary structure, notably YscP36-97, YscP141188,

YscP201-243, YscP305-334. Indeed, as shown on Fig.12, these regions display only a

few small hydrophobic clusters with many proline, known as a structure disruptor.
Interestingly, these regions were shown to be ruler regions. Thus, the absence of
folding of these regions is fitting well with the structural property required by their
function.
Some other regions like the C-term domain, described in detain by Agrain et al.
(2005) appear to have, on the contrary, a well-defined folding. It is the case of the
regions ranging from aa1 to aa35 and from aa98 to aa140, constituted mainly by
alpha-helices. These two regions correspond exactly to the two export signals found
in YscP. Another large structured region can be found in-between aa244 and aa304.
However this region has not been assigned any particular function so far.
Altogether the structure predictions obtained from the HCA analysis, reflect
quite well the functional observations.
3.5.1.1.

Stability of truncated YscPs

The expression of truncated forms of YscP can be quite difficult according to
the fragment that has to be expressed and the deleted pieces. In fact, some of the
YscP fragments could even not be produced. By listing all the different mutants that
are not expressed and pointing out their exact location along the predicted structure,
it appears that the instable mutants are encoding fragments of YscP starting with a
non-folded region. However, whenever the fragment to express starts with a region
displaying a putative secondary structure there is no major difficulty. For example, a
deletion of the first 35 or 50 amino acids is not expressed whereas a deletion of the
first 96 is. The deletion of both export signals, which would have left only the ruler
regions combined to the C-term, can also not be expressed. This could explain why
in order to construct a non-secreted mutant we had to remove only part of the 1st
signal. This lack of expression is not specific to Yersinia, as the same was observed
in Escherichia coli. It is probably related to the stability of the resulting polypeptides.
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3.5.1.3.
-

Structural properties of YscP

Purification of YscP wt

To produce and purify YscP, a pBAD vector encoding a recombinant YscP
carrying a N-terminal His tag (pLJ14) was used. His-YscP was fully functional in a
complementation test. Escherichia coli TOP10 cells were transformed with pLJ14,
and cell lysates were prepared from the resulting transformants in the presence of
protease inhibitors and in a phosphate buffer (pH=7.4) containing 0.5M NaCl. After
ultracentrifugation, the soluble fraction was loaded onto a Ni-NTA affinity
chromatography. The elution was performed with an increasing concentration of
imidazole. His-YscP started to elute from the column with 100 mM imidazole.
Nevertheless, most of the recombining protein eluted with 300 mM imidazole. The
corresponding fractions were not pure but the amount of protein obtained was 5,6
mg.
-

Analytical ultracentrifugation of His-FliK
(in collaboration with Prof. T. Kiefhaber’s group)

To further examine the state of His-YscP, sedimentation velocity measurements
were carried out. The apparent sedimentation coefficient g (s p) was 2.8 S. As only
one distinct peak was observed it is likely that it is a monomer. This result is very
different from what would have been obtained with a globular protein of the same
size, which would have given a 4.5 S coefficient. All these results are not trustworthy
since large aggregates were observed and shown by the obtained pattern. However,
for His-FliK, the apparent sedimentation coefficient g(s p) observed was 2.1 S
(Minamino et al, 2004), which is comparable to what we obtained. It was also shown
to be monomeric.
-

3-D structure determination
(in collaboration with Dr. Caroline Peneff, Prof. T. Schirmer)

In order to solve the structure of YscP, which is rather large (54 KDa) and
constituted of unstructured, proline-rich regions, it was decided to proceed only with
pieces of the protein.
-

Purification of YscPΔ57-384-His
(in collaboration with Dr. Caroline Peneff)

The region, which was the best candidate to think of is the C-term of YscP,
because it has a globular, well-conserved structure, as shown before.
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Thus, the ideal situation would have been to produce the C-term of YscP alone.
Different constructs encoding different fragments containing the C-term of YscP were
cloned. However none of them could be expressed. In contrast, the production of the
first 56 aa of YscP in combination with the C-terminal region was efficient. Therefore,
E.coli TOP10 cells were transformed with pCA11, a pET22+-based plasmid encoding
a C-terminally His-tagged truncated YscP with a deletion from aa57 to 384. This
construct has an extra 19aa tail (including the 6 histidines) at the C-term of the
protein, a pI of 5,8 and a MW of 23,8 KDa.
YscPΔ57-384-His has been shown to be functional in complementation tests for
Yops secretion but not for needle length control. The truncated protein is exported.
When it was overproduced in E. coli, a major band was detected by Coomassie
staining of SDS-PAGE of whole cell extracts. It had an apparent molecular mass of
24 Kda, consistent with its deduced mass. After sonication and centrifugation, the
protein is found mostly but not exclusively in the insoluble fraction. Several attempts
were made to increase the soluble fraction. Different incubation time (2H, 4H, 6H,
overnight), IPTG concentrations (from 0,02 mM to 1 mM), temperature (20°C, 30°C,
37°C) were tested but none of these conditions led to a significant improvement of
the solubility of the recombinant protein. However, as there was a small soluble
fraction, by starting a bigger volume of culture it was possible to obtain an amount
sufficient for further purification.
The soluble fraction in a phosphate buffer with 5 mM imidazole, 0,3 M NaCl
was first purified by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. The recombinant protein did not
bind efficiently to the column. Indeed, the flowthrough contained a large amount of
the recombinant protein, which also eluted further in all the first fractions (elution with
10 mM to 50 mM imidazole)(Fig.13). Furthermore, the eluted fractions where the
protein was found were not pure (Fig.13). The yield was of about 15 mg from 600 mL
of culture.
Then, YscPΔ57-384-His was further purified by anionic exchange chromatography
(ResourceQ). The recombinant protein eluted at high salt concentration (500 mM
NaCl) and was quite pure (Fig. 14). However, only 1 mg, in total, could be retrieved.
To establish that purified YscPΔ57-384-His was a single species, we carried out
analytical gel filtration chromatography with a Superdex™ 75 HR. Apparently, the
purified YscP∆57-384-His was not homogeneous. Indeed, two different forms were
obtained.
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YscP∆57-384-His eluted from the column at a volume of 7,5 mL and at 8,6 mL (Fig. 15).
The former correspond to the void volume and thus, to an apparent molecular mass
larger than 100 Kda which could be aggregates or oligomers. The latter corresponds
to an apparent molecular mass of 70 Kda. The protein composition of all elution
fractions was verified by SDS-PAGE. As its deduced molecular mass is about
24Kda, YscP_57-384-His is either forming aggregates or displays hydrodynamic
properties of an oligomer.

-

Cristallization of YscP∆57-384-His
(in collaboration with Dr. Caroline Peneff)

Cristallization assays of the 70 Kda species at a concentration of 12,5 mg/mL
were performed. Unfortunately, precipitation was too fast and also too important.

-

Purification of YscPT3S4
(in collaboration with Dr.Hwain Shin)

After numerous attempts, the C-term of YscP alone could finally be produced
by using pCA99, a pBADMycHisA plasmid encoding YscP367-515. As the anionic
exchange chromatography had allowed the obtention of pure fractions in the
purification of YscPΔ57-384-His, we decided to start by this. Indeed, it could be a good
mean to purify the C-term without adding any amino acids. The need for really high
salt concentration to elute the recombinant protein from the column could be due to
the charged tail of YscP.
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3.5.2. Co-expression of long and small YscPs
(in collaboration with Dr. Isabel Sorg)
To find out how many YscP are involved in the determination of the length of
one injectisome’s needle, we decided to co-express simultaneously long and short
YscPs and to see which kind of needle would be obtained.
To this purpose, four different strains were used, WT, yscP-, yscP∆46-96+222-381,
yscPΩ222-381, encoding WT YscP (515 aa), no YscP, short YscP (388 aa) and long
YscP (680 aa), respectively. Three different pBADMycHisA plamids, pLJ6, pCA20,
pLJ19, encoding WT YscP, short YscP and long YscP, respectively, were
transformed in the previously mentionned strain to produce the different possible
combinations of YscPs. The gene encoded on the pBAD plasmid was expressed by
adding 0,1% or 0,5% arabinose in the media while the gene encoded on the pYV
plasmid was under the control of its native promoter. Transformed bacteria were
incubated in conditions that artificially induce Yersinia T3S and examined by electron
microscopy. The expression and secretion of the different YscPs were analyzed by
Western-blot (Fig.16A). The protein encoded on the pBAD plasmid was
overexpressed as compared to the one encoded on the pYV. Even with only 0,1%
arabinose, it was at least 5 times more abundant in the cell and thereby also more
secreted. As we have assessed the impact of variations in the YscP expression level
on needle length, it is hard to relieve on the results obtained in these conditions.
As shown in Fig. 16B and C, the phenotype resulting from the co-expression
of two different YscPs was always dictated by the form of YscP encoded on the
pBAD plasmid and this with 0,1% arabinose as well as with 0,5% arabinose.
The other problem which complicates any possible interpretation of the
results is the fact that it is impossible to distinguish between two populations of
needles having overlapping distributions, and one population with a median
corresponding to an intermediate length.
Altogether these preliminary results and observations led us to the conclusion
that the strategy should be modified. Firstly, both short and long YscPs to be coexpressed should be dependant on the same promoter and encoded on a plasmid
with the same copy number to ensure an identical level of expression. Then, the long
and the short YscPs should have needle length distribution not overlapping to
facilitate the interpretation of the results. Therefore, the engineering of a longer YscP
is in progress.
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3.5.3. The tail of YscP
While aligning the primary sequence of YscP and its counterpart in other
virulence-associated TTSS, one small region appears to be highly conserved. This
10 amino acids region, which consensus sequence is RxVYEEW, is located at the
extreme C-term. The HCA analysis highlights the existence of a similar short C-term
globular sequence, evidenced by the presence of hydrophobic clusters (shaded
grey), not only in YscP and its counterparts but also in every FliK proteins (Agrain et
al., 2005). The remarkable conservation of this small cluster suggests that a function
is associated with this structure. This cluster is separated from the T3S4 domains by
a small acidic and polar region, rich in D, E, Q, S and T, forming a “hinge” region
(Agrain et al., 2005). In YscP, the “hinge” domain is ranging from aa 496 to aa 506
and the following hydrophobic cluster from aa 507 to aa 511.
To assign a function to this region, YscP∆500-515 (pLJC12) was tested for its
capacity to complement an yscP null mutant. As for Yops secretion, the mutant is
capable to restore WT level of Yops secretion (Agrain et al., 2005). As for needle
length control the first observation is that it is not as well controlled as in a WT
(sd=44nm). Few needles (10%) seem to have escape length control. This could be
due to the fact that the deletion is quite close from the T3S4 domain known to be
essential for needle length control. A second observation is quite surprising and
concerns the observed median, which is not only smaller than WT but also smaller
than expected from a deletion of 15 aa in the ruler region (which would have given
needles of 52 nm).
As a small hydrophobic cluster preceded by a hinge region could possibly be a
regulator, we also tested its capacity to sense calcium. Yops secretion was observed
in secreting permissive conditions but not in non-permissive ones suggesting that
this mutant do not display a Ca2+-blind phenotype.

3.5.4. Yops secretion is not abolished in yscPIn contrast to what was shown before (Stainier et al., 2000), we observed that
in an yscP- mutant, Yops secretion is not completely abolished. Indeed, we observed
a residual Yops secretion even in the yscP null mutant (Agrain et al., 2005), which
was engineered to ensure that this leakiness was not due to the part of YscP still
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present in the previous yscP- mutant (yscP∆97-465)(Journet et al., 2003). In a
Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE of yscP- culture supernatant, 3 bands are always
visible and could be identified as YopM, YopN and YopE. Why these three Yop
proteins are secreted in the absence of the substrate-specificity switch is not known.

3.5.5. Hierarchy of secretion
3.5.5.1.

YscP is one of the first protein in the channel

To adress the following question “Is the secretion of YscP essential for its
function ?”, we needed a non-secreted YscP mutant. However none of the deletion
mutants engineered at the beginning was affected in the secretion of YscP.
Therefore, it was decided to fuse YscP to DHFR which is thought to plug the
channel, thereby preventing the release of the hybrid protein in the supernatant. The
engineered pBADMycHisA plasmid encoding YscP fused to DHFR (pCA15) was
transformed in yscP-. As expected the hybrid protein was not found in the
supernatant fraction. No Yop secretion was observed and interestingly, no needles
could be seen at the bacterial surface (Fig. 18). In fact, YscF was not found in the
supernatant. In contrast, the production of YopE-DHFR (pMAF8) in a ∆HOPEMT
strain, which also blocks Yops secretion, did not prevent the secretion of YscF and
the needles assembly. These results suggest that YscP is probably one of the first
protein to enter the channel, even before YscF, which is in perfect agreement with
the function it exerts. It is also fitting with the idea of YscP being an early substrate
(Agrain et al., 2005b).
The production of the hybrid protein YscP-DHFR in a WT strain still allowed
Yop secretion although reduced as compared to WT. The distribution of the needle
lengths observed at the bacterial surface was wide. The average length was 297 nm
with a standard deviation of 302 nm. By getting a closer look at this distribution, two
different populations could be found. Half of the needles were of deregulated length
and half of them were WT needles. A peak at WT length was clearly visible on the
histogram. Furthermore, when needles larger than 110 nm were discarded, the
average length fell to 51 nm with a standard deviation of 17 nm. The obtention of
these two different populations is quite surprising as we would have rather expect to
see only WT needles (YscP WT is present) but less than in a WT strain (YscP-DHFR
is also present and plugging some of the injectisomes).
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3.5.5.2.

Construction of other Ysc-DHFR fusions

Fusing proteins to be exported to DHFR, producing them and monitoring
which proteins could be exported before the plugging of the injectisome could be a
strategy to study the hierarchy of secretion. To this purpose, different hybrid proteins
were constructed: YscX-DHFR (pCA45), YscO-DHFR (pCA62), YscF-DHFR
(pCA61).
3.5.5.3.

YscX-DHFR (Fig.18)

In an yscX mutant, no Yop secretion is observed and there is no needles at
the bacterial surface. When pCA45, a pBADMycHisA plasmid encoding the YscXDHFR fusion, is introduced and expressed in this yscX mutant, the obtained
phenotype is the same. On the contrary, the production of YscX-DHFR in a WT strain
is altering neither Yop secretion nor YscP’s export. Moreover, needles also are of
WT length with an average of 59 nm and a standard deviation of 11 nm (N=160).
First, this suggests that the presence of a few WT YscX is sufficient for a proper
functioning of the machinery. It also raises the possibility that YscX, although
exerting an early role, is probably not exported so early. Otherwise, by producing the
plugging YscX-DHFR in a WT strain, one would expect an impact on some
injectisomes. One could also envision that the DHFR C-term fusion is rendering
YscX not functional and preventing its targeting to the translocon. This could explain
the similarity of phenotype in the yscX mutant, transformed or not with pCA45, and
the WT phenotype observed in a WT background, where YscX WT is also present.

3.5.6. Does the nature of the insertion in the ruler matter?
Or can we insert anything, in the ruler, to get a longer YscP and thereby,
produce longer needles? To adress this question, a 102 bp of lacZ was amplified and
cloned in the NotI/XbaI sites of pCA23 (Journet et al., 2003). The resulting plasmid
(pCA24) was introduced in an yscP- mutant. The longer YscP retains Yop secretion
and needle length control but does not program longer needles. The needles
displayed at the bacterial cell surface have an average length of 52 nm with a
standard deviation of 9 nm (N=309)(Fig. 19). The insertion of lacZ’ does not affect
the functions of YscP (Yop secretion and needle length control) but does also not
result in elongated needles, in contrast to what was observed when inserting
fragments of the same nature. To support this conclusion, more constructs should be
engineered and tested. Different kind of proteins, different structures, and longer
insertions could thus be considered.
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3.5.7. YscP is not cleaved
To ensure that YscP is not cleaved while secreted, the culture supernatant of Y.
enterocolitica WT in secretion-permissive conditions was loaded on a SDS-PAGE
and the secreted proteins were visualized by Coomassie staining. Then the band
corresponding to YscP was cut and submitted to a mass spectrometry analysis (Paul
Jenö). The results confirmed that the exported YscP is the full-length protein and that
both its N- and C-term are intact.

3.5.8. A multiple aa substitution in T3S4 can affect both YscP functions
A small region appears to be quite conserved in the T3S4 domain of the YscP
sub-family: L477, L478, E479, R480, L481 and Q482. Single alanine replacements of
E479, R480 and Q482 did not show any effect (Agrain et al., 2005). One multiple
alanine-replacement (residues 477 to 482 A) was performed to mutate this region.
This multiple site-directed mutation was engineered on the yscP+ gene cloned in the
pBADMycHisA, downstream from the arabinose promoter (pCA87). The construct
obtained was then transformed in the yscP- strain and Yop secretion was triggered
by chelating Ca2+ ions and raising temperature. The mutated YscP could neither
complement the defect in Yop secretion nor the length control failure (Fig. 20). This
region, which is part of a predicted α-helix (Agrain et al., 2005), seems to be
important for the substrate-specificity switch and thereby, needle length control.

3.5.9. The feedback inhibition is not affecting YscP even when
depending on a YopE promoter
In an yscP- mutant, yop genes are hardly expressed since there is a feedback
inhibition. Surprisingly, a sequence encoding the YscP export signal fused to a
reporter gene and cloned downstream from a yopE promoter is very efficiently
expressed. This tends to suggest that the feedback inhibition is not exerted on the
promoter.
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Summary
The Yersinia injectisome needle has a constant length of around 60nm.
Mutants affected in the yscP gene display abnormally long needles, suggesting that
needle length is genetically controlled and that YscP is involved in this process.
First, both N- and C-term of YscP were shown to be required for proper needle
length control. In contrast, the central part could be shortened or lengthened without
loss of function, but giving a needle length strictly proportional to the number of
residues of YscP. This led us to assign the function of a ruler to YscP.
In addition to its role in the determination of the needles length, YscP is required
for Yop secretion. The C-term part of YscP, required for proper needle length control,
was shown to be also crucial for Yop secretion. Thus it is probably involved in the
substrate-specificity switch of the machinery, from the needle component YscF to
Yops. The study of this region by Hydrophobic Cluster Analysis led to a
characterization of a new domain that we called T3S4 (Type 3 Secretion SubstrateSpecificity Switch) and which can be found in all counterparts of YscP in other
injectisomes but also in flagellum. The conservation of the T3S4 structure suggests a
similar function for all these proteins. The T3S4 domains found in injectisomes
happened to be partially exchangeable. The overall structure of the domain seems to
be the critical point. This is further supported by the fact that single alaninereplacement of the few conserved amino acids not affecting the structure, did not
impact the functions.
Since YscP is secreted by the injectisome, we analyzed whether its export is
necessary for its functions. Two original export signals were found in YscP: one in the
N-term (aa 1-35) and one more central (aa 97-137). These two signals exactly
correspond to the N-term regions involved in needle length control. When YscP is
deprived from its export signals, it still switches the substrate specificity but it cannot
control needle length any more. These data suggest a model in which YscP export is
linked to needle length control.
Having evolved such a complex process for length control stresses the
necessity of a certain length. Indeed, the length has evolved to match specific
structures at the bacterial and host cell surfaces.
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CONCLUSION
Why is the hook/needle length determined?
Having evolved such length determination processes stresses the necessity of a
certain length. As the needle seems to need contacting the host cell to trigger T3S, it is likely
that its length has evolved to match specific structures at the bacterial and host cell surfaces
[78]. As for the hook it probably also needs to be of a particular length. If it were too short, it
would not generate a sufficient bend angle and if it were too long, it would not be able to
transmit torque efficiently to the filament [75]. The process of hook and needle length control
is therefore not only one of intrinsic interest, but is functionally important for the behaviour of
the cell.

How is YscP determining needle length?
Similarly to the mutants in FliK, InvJ and Spa32, three length controlling proteins
identified, an yscP mutant in Yersinia enterocolitica exhibits needles of deregulated length at
its surface and absence of Yop secretion [68].
To elucidate the role of YscP in needle length control, internal in-frame mutants were
analyzed. Deletions or insertions in the central part of YscP lead to needles of controlled
length (with a narrow distribution) but shorter or longer, respectively. On the contrary,
mutating the N- or C-term of YscP affects needle length control. The central part of YscP
seems to act as a ruler, determining the standard length while the two extremities of YscP
are the controllers, ensuring that the length is uniform.
These observations, together with the fact that YscP is itself secreted suggested the
following model for the needle assembly [79]:
-

YscP takes place in the channel, one of its extremities anchored to the basal body
and the other one to the tip of the nascent needle, in a similar fashion than gpH in
the lambda tail.

-

YscF is secreted and polymerizes. As the needle elongates, YscP is being
stretched.

-

When the needle reaches its mature length, YscP is fully stretched and signals via
its internal anchor to stop secreting YscF and start secreting Yops.

-

YscP is itself exported.

-

Upon contact with a target cell, Yops secretion starts.
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Is YscP a molecular ruler ?
Besides the observation that deletions or insertions in the ruler part of YscP lead to
shorter or longer needles, respectively, several arguments are supporting the idea that YscP
could be a ruler. It has an original predicted secondary structure with unstructured regions
that would allow it to remain in a non-compacted form to exert its function. The elongated
structure of YscP has been confirmed by the preliminary results obtained while studying its
physico-chemical properties.
It is also important to mention the unusual observation that some mutants, in which half
of the protein is deleted, are still fully functional. This would support the existence of ruler
regions in the protein which sole role would be measuring. The structure/function distribution
of the protein would also not contradict a ruler function. Indeed the length controlling regions
are set at the extremities while the ruler region is in-between. The only part of the protein
contradicting this statement is the region ranging from aa97-aa137, located right in the
middle of the ruler region, and which is also involved in the length control [80].

What are the commonalities between phage tail rulers and needle rulers?
The ruler model resembles the one proposed for gpH or gp29 controlling the length of
bacteriophage tails but is unprecedented in bacteria. The tail structures resemble the needle
in morphology, size and even function. Like GpH, YscP appears to be a multifunctional
protein. It is not only serving as a length standard but it is also involved in the needle length
control and in the substrate-specificity switch.
The structure/function analysis of tail rulers shows that in these cases, only one
extremity is needed to control tail length, the other can be considered as a part of the length
standard. This is in contrast with the results obtained by mutating YscP where none of the
two extremities could be removed without losing length control.
While listing the differences between YscP and phage tail rulers, it is also important to
mention that the secondary structure of both phage tail rulers and YscP are quite different.
Indeed, whereas the former is mainly alpha-helical, the latter is only composed of a few
alpha-helices.
One other major difference is that the tails do not assemble in the absence of the gpH
whereas needles are of undetermined length in the absence of YscP. This observation would
rather reflect a similarity between YscP and the growth-terminating proteins gpU or gp3 in
the bacteriophage. In fact, the T3S4 domain could be considered as a growth-terminator.
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What are the commonalities between the tail length determination and the
needle length determination mechanisms?
The overall functioning of the needle length determination mechanism appears to be
more complex than the one of tail length determination.
This complexity is probably generated by the fact that the needle assembles at the
bacterial surface with all the actors being produced in the bacteria and addressed to the
machinery. In contrast, in the phage tail, all actors access directly the assembly site.
Whereas in the phage tail there are two major distinct length determinants, one
setting the length standard (gpH or gp29) and the other terminating the assembly (gpU or
gp3), in the needle there seems to be only one protein involved in both functions. Indeed,
YscP combines the capacity to set and control the needle length and to terminate their
assembly by switching the substrate-specficity via its C-term. However, this is not so
surprising as it is hard to conceive how both functions could be completely distinct. In fact, no
mutant in which there are regulated needles and no Yops secretion has ever been isolated
reinforcing the idea that to have a needle of controlled length you need the substrate-switch
to occur.
The termination of hooks or needles involves multiple factors, more than the tail
termination. Whereas the phage tail termination needs a pause in the assembly combined to
the action of a growth-terminating protein, the needle length termination needs a pause in the
assembly and at least the T3S4 domain of length-controlling proteins, the cytoplasmic region
of the YscU family of proteins and the substrate-specificity switch.

What are the commonalities between YscP and FliK?
From a structural point of view YscP and FliK share common features ; both have a
high proline content and are thought to be quite elongated [81] with the exception of their Cterm which is thought to be globular. The phenotypes of yscP- and fliK- are also quite similar.
In both mutants, the needle/hook length is deregulated and the substrate-specificity switch
do not occur.
Although there is no significant homology between them at the level of the primary
sequence, bioinformatics tools have underscored the presence of the same domain, called
T3S4 (Type Three Secretion Substrate-Specificity Switch) in the C-term of both proteins
[82,83]. This domain has the same size, even though the size of the full-length protein differs
(515 aa for YscP and 405 aa for FliK in Salmonella typhimurium LT2). It has also been
shown in both cases to be necessary for the substrate-specificity switch, from rod-/hook-type
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to filament-type substrates in the former, and from needle subunits to Yops in the latter
[42,82] (Fig. 21), thereby terminating hook/needle assembly. Although the importance of the
overall structure of the T3S4 domain for its function has been highlighted, the swapping of
FliKT3S4 and YscPT3S4 led to a loss of both functions [82]. This observation suggests that
something more than an overall identical structure is needed; it has to be able to
communicate with its partner.
The similar characteristics and results obtained from YscP and FliK suggest a similar
function. Thus, its is likely that the function of ruler assigned to YscP can also be applied to
FliK. The fact that for a long time deletions in FliK only led to polyhooks structure and not
shorter hooks is not an argument against its function as a ruler. But it rather stresses the
importance of where the mutations take place. Indeed, as observed for YscP, not the whole
protein is serving as a ruler. Some regions are also involved in the control of the needle
length, which is responsible for the narrow distribution. Moreover, recently, insertions of
increasing size in some central regions of FliK lead to a proportionnal increase of hook size
(Hughes, K ., and Aizawa, S.I., personal communication), which further supports that FliK
could act as a ruler. A precise delineation of the ruler regions and the ones involved in the
hook length control has not been performed yet.
While mentioning the commonalities between FliK and YscP it is worth mentioning
that both are proteins found in the supernatant. Furthermore, in both cases, its the N-term
which has been shown to be responsible for the export. But when studying more deeply their
export a difference can be pinpointed. Whereas deleting the first 10 residues of FliK is
enough to abolish its export, the deletion of the first 96 residues of YscP does not affect its
secretion. In fact, YscP was found to have two “export signals” (1-35 and 97-137), one of
them being sufficient for the protein to be exported [80].
FliKN was shown to bind to FlhBc [81]. This strong binding is likely to represent the
recognition of FliK, an export substrate, by the machinery. The binding properties observed
were similar to the one of an early substrate. One can envision that YscP is also recognized
by YscU, the homologue of FlhB, via one of its export signals. Moreover our data also
suggest that YscP is an early substrate; it is one of the first proteins to enter the channel.
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What are the commonalities between the cup model and the ruler model?
The two proposed models share a common mechanism that can be defined as follows:
first, a measurement is operated, and once the proper measure is attained, the assembly is
terminated by a substrate-specificity switch. Eventually the length-controlling proteins are
released. The sticking point concerns what is measured and what is measuring. While in the
cup model the C-ring would act as a quantized cup measuring the hook subunits (FlgE), in
the ruler model, a stretched YscP would measure the needles.

Other length determinants?
As mentioned above, the common point to both length determination models is the
substrate-specificity switch, which has a major role in determining length by terminating the
assembly. Not only the length-controlling proteins (YscP/FliK) are involved in this switch but
also proteins from the well-conserved YscU/FlhB family.
Concerning its role in the substrate-specificity switch, all the observations made so far
argue for the function of the T3S4 domain of the length-controlling proteins in a structurally
regulated manner. Whether this feature serves in an interaction with the other switching
protein (FlhB or YscU), whose function is also strongly governed by its structural properties,
is not demonstrated yet. The study of fliK suppressors mutations found in flhB revealed a
lack of allele specificity, underlining the improbability of a direct amino-acid/amino-acid
interaction [41]. Biochemical in vitro attempts to confirm the interaction between FlhBc and
FliKc have failed so far [81]. Altogether these results are either reinforcing the idea of a
transient and dynamic interaction, mediated by a conformational flexibility and adaptability of
the two partners, or suggesting the presence of a third intermediary protein.
Mutations in FlhBc, although abolishing filament assembly i.e substrate specificity
switch, still display a number of WT hooks among others, which are longer but not polyhook
structures. So, apparently the hook assembly can terminate even though the substrate
switch never occurs. The same was observed in gp3 or gpU, the growth-terminating proteins
of the bacteriophage tails. The explanation provided in these cases is that once the tail is
completed, the assembly process is pausing. This pause would not be dependent on the
presence of the terminator protein.
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Such a slowing down in the assembly could explain not only the flhBc- phenotype but
also the peak at WT hook length observed in the fliK- mutant in which most of the structures
are polyhooks. In a double mutant flhBc- flgK-, the hook length is far more deregulated than in
flhBc- and the average length is longer, despite the presence of FliK. Hence, FlgK seems to
be another hook length determinant. Normally, the hook capping protein FlgD, an absolute
requirement for hook assembly, is displaced by FlgK. In the absence of FlgK, FlgD remains
at the hook tip. Therefore, one could imagine that, if the export of the hook protein is still
permitted, hook elongation would continue. However the substrate-specificity switch is
stopping the secretion of hook proteins and turning on the secretion of the late substrates.
Consistent with this, WT hooks are observed in flgK- even though they fail to initiate filament
assembly. Therefore the function of termination cannot be exclusively assigned to FlgK. The
phenotype observed in the double mutant is rather due to the combination of a weak switch
because of FlhB and the absence of the hook-terminating substrate FlgK. Thus, the failure is
greater than that caused by either defect alone.

Why are FliK and YscP secreted?
The reason why the length controlling proteins have to be exported is a matter of
discussion. Is there any particular need for their export or is it just a trash issue? It is
important here to highlight that the use of the word secretion in all the papers published on
the subject refers to the fact that the protein is found in the extracellular media. Whether it is
meant to be directed to the extracellular compartment or it is just a consequence of its
function is not really clear yet.
Non-exported FliK mutant proteins still retain the switching function i.e. the ability to
switch secretion after hook completion [84] when they are overexpressed. Overexpression
probably enables access to the partner for a few of them [84]. However, the distribution of
hook length, as compared to WT, is broader, suggesting that the control has been lost.
Indeed, some hooks still have a WT length but the vast majority of them are longer than 75
nm [84]. The observation that the secretion of the length controlling proteins is necessary for
a strict length control but not for the substrate-specificity switch has also been shown for
YscP [80]. The data obtained are the same, only the conclusion drawn from them differs.
Indeed, while we consider the whole distribution of needle length, in the FliK analysis they
have decided to focus on those hooks which size is still controlled even if they comprised
only 1/4 of the population. Deletion of both signals does not prevent the substrate-specificity
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switch but is sufficient to abolish the needle length control [80]. These results suggest the
importance of the export of YscP for its role in needle length control which is further
supported by the fact that increasing its export lead to an enhancement of needle length
control [80]. Increasing the copy number of partially functional YscP with a part of one or the
other signal, would increase the probability of their access to the secretion apparatus.
Whether both regions involved in the export are actually real “export signals” remains
unclear. One of them could very well be a domain of interaction with another protein and in
this case, its export would only be the result of a piggybacking mechanism (Agrain et al.,
2005b) One could also envision that these so-called “export signals” are directing YscP to its
place in the injectisome or hook-basal body lumen, where it can exert its function and then,
the release in the extracellular media would only occur later on.

What are the weaknesses of the cup model?
The main drawback of the cup model is that it restricts the role of FliK to terminate hook
length. However, as mentioned previously, FliK has just been found to be also a tapemeasuring protein. The cup model as it stands cannot explain this. Furthermore, none of the
experiments that could actually directly validate the role of quantizing cup for the C-ring filled
with hook subunits have been performed.
The fact that a variation in the level of expression and export of the length-controlling
proteins is modulating the hooks length is also not fitting with this model.

What are the weaknesses and strengths of the ruler model?
This last argument can also be upbraided to the ruler model as it was proposed and
urges us to envision a more dynamic ruler model (See below).
Another problem to be solved concerns the location of YscP during needle assembly.
This is still a matter of discussion, all the more so as it was shown by immunogold that YscP
might be bacterial surface-associated [68](Broz P., unpublished data). This would rather
support a location outside the needle. However it would be hard to conceive how it would
communicate with components close to the inner membrane if located outside.
On the contrary, some new arguments have come to strengthen the ruler model.
Indeed, an in vitro interaction between FliK and the hook-capping protein, FlgD, has been
found [81]. This preliminary result, if confirmed, could be a clue that FliK is actually a physical
intermediate between the distal end of the hook and the basal body.
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What could be a new model? What are its weaknesses?
To take into account the effect of the levels of YscPs exported, a more dynamic version
of the ruler model could be proposed. Needle sub-units (YscF) would be secreted and
polymerize at the tip (or the bottom?) of the elongating needle. Every x YscF an YscP
molecule elongated would be stretched. If the needle has not reached its proper length YscP
would be released and new YscF could come. If the correct length is attained then YscP
would somehow sense it (via its N-term) signal, via its C-term, to YscU (whether directly or
indirectly) to switch the export specificity. Finally, YscP would also be released.
A dynamic functioning would require a number of exported YscPs higher than two. If
the number of YscP per injectisome is equivalent to the number of FliK exported per
flagellum which has been shown to be 1 or 2, such a mechanism would be hard to envision.
Another point to investigate is the observation that in non-permissive conditions, WT
needles are assembled even though YscP is not detected in the supernatant.
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Outlooks
The deciphering of the needle length control mechanism would need to find
its partners, to further investigate their exact role and to establish the chronological
events.
Here are some questions directly arousing from the present study and which
would be relevant to address:

•

Location of YscP during the assembly? OUTSIDE or INSIDE the
needle? Cell-surface associated or in the basal body lumen ?

•

How many YscP are needed to control the length of one needle?

•

When is YscP released?

•

What are the interacting partners of YscP? Is it interacting with the
equivalents in Yersinia of the C-ring components FliG, FliM, FliN? Is it
interacting with a protein (the counterpart of FlgD) located in the
vicinity of the tip of the needle? Is it communicating with YscU directly
(interaction) or via an intermediary?

•

How is YscP regulated? And the other early substrates? Are there
common feature?

•

How does the export apparatus recognize the early substrates?

•

Is there any hierarchy among these early substrates?
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ANNEXES

List of the plasmids
Plasmid
name

Protein encoded

Vector

References

pCA1

YscP∆1-15

pBAD

pCA2

YscP393-515

pBAD

pCA3

YscPpestis

pBAD

pCA4

YscP∆97-465

pBAD

pCA5

YscP∆16-25

pBAD

[79]

pCA6

YscP∆26-35

pBAD

[79]

pCA7

YscP∆36-45

pBAD

[79]

pCA9

YscP∆46-96

pBAD

[79]

pCA10

YscP1-100 -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA11

YscP370-515

pBAD

pCA12

YscP1-50 -Cya

pMSL56

pCA13

YscP∆58-477

pBAD

pCA14

YscP∆57-384

pBAD

pCA15

YscP-DHFR

pBAD

pCA17

HIS-YscP400-515

pET15b

pCA18

YscP∆385-424

pBAD

pCAP19

YscP∆425-464

pBAD

pCA20

YscP∆46-96+∆222-306

pBAD

[79]

pBAD

[80]
[79]

pCA22

YscP∆57-221

[82]
not stable

[79]

not stable

[79]

pCA23

YscPΩ

pBAD

pCA24

YscPΩlacZ

pBAD

pCA25

YscP16-100 -Cya

pMSL56

pCA26

YscP 1-100(d16-25)-Cya

pMSL56

pCAP27

YscP 1-100 (d26-35)-Cya

pMSL56

pCAP28

YscP 1-50 (d36-45)-Cya

pMSL56

pCA29

YscP 1-50 (d16-45)-Cya

pMSL56

pCA30

YscP6-100 -Cya

pMSL56

pCA31

YscP16-50 -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP32

YscP 1-50 (d16-25)-Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA33

YscP1-50 (d26-35) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA34

YscP 1-50 (d36-45) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA35

YscP∆57-384- HIS
YscP6-50 -Cya

pET22+

pCA36

pMSL56

Remarks

not stable

pCA37

YscP138-384 -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA39

YscP97-384-Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA41

YscP∆1-56

pBAD

pCAP45

YscX-DHFR

pBAD

pCAP47

YscP∆97-137

pBAD

[82]

pCAP48

YscP∆137-177

pBAD

[82]

pCAP49

YscP∆177-197

pBAD

[82]

pCAP50

YscP∆197-216

pBAD

[82]

pCAP51

YscP97-384 (d137-177) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP52

YscP97-384 (d177-197) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP53

YscP97-384 (d197-217) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP54

YscP97-384 (d222-306) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP55

YscP97-384 (d222-381) -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP56

YscP∆465-485

pBAD

[82]

pCA57

YscP∆485-500

pBAD

[82]

pCA58

YscP384-465 -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCA59

YscP468 -515 -Cya

pMSL56

[80]

pCAP61

YscF-DHFR

pBAD

pCAP62

YscO-DHFR

pBAD

pCA67

YscP ∆1-35- Cya

pMSL56

pCAP71

YscP107-137-Cya

pMSL56

pCA72

YscP97-137 (d107-117)-Cya

pMSL56

pCA73

YscP97-384 (d117-127)-Cya

pMSL56

pCA75

YscP ∆26-35+∆485-500

pBAD

pCA76

YscP ∆1-15+∆485-500

pBAD

[80]

pCAP77

YscP Q488A

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pCAP78
pCA79
pCAP80
pCAP81
pCAP82
pCA83
pCA85
pCA86
pCA87
pCA88
pCA89

YscP Q472A
YscP Q482A
YscP P486A
YscP E479A
YscP R480A
YscP L442A
YscP R418A
YscP P440A
YscP A6
YscP1-405-XbaI-406-end
YscPXbaI - BglII

pBAD
pBAD
pBAD

not stable

pCA90

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

YscPT3S4 PscP

pBAD

[82]

pBAD

[82]

pCA95

YscPT3S4 FliKpestis
YscP97-515

pBAD

[80]

pCA96

YscP190-515

pBAD

pCA97

YscP245-515

pBAD

pCA98

YscP331-515

pBAD

pCA99

YscP367-515

pBAD

pCA115

YscP∆1-35

pBAD

not stable

pCA116

YscP∆1-35+∆97-137

pBAD

not stable

pCA91
pCA92
pCA93

YscPT3S4 AscP
YscPT3S4 FliKsalmo
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